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D I R E C T 0 R Y 
..... 
T E N N E S S E E M U N I C I P A L 
0 F F I C I A L S 
Prepared by the 
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
I 'I 
DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
PHONE: Knoxville 4a2981� Ext. 284 
Bobbie Reed, Editor 
August 1955 
In cooperation with the 
TENNESSEE MUNICIPAL LEAGUE 
ADDRESSES OF INTEREST TO MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS 
TENNESSEE MUNICIPAL LEAGUE 
Herbert Jo Bingham, Executive Secretary 
228 Capitol Boulevard 
Nashyille 3, Tennessee 
Phone� 6�5906 
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
Victor C .  Hobday, Executive Director 
The University of Tennessee 
Box 8260, University Station 
Knoxville, '.Pennessee 
Phone� 4�2981 Exto 284 
NASE.VILLE OFFICE , MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL 
ADVISORY SERVICE 
Edmund Wo Meisenhelder, III 
Consultant on Mur..icipal Management 
228 Capitol Boulevard 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone � 6-3�.4 7 
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
.Lee S .  Greene , Director 
Ayres Hall, Room 320 
The University of Tennessee 
Knoxville , �'ennessee 
Phone: 4-2981 Exto 298 
TENNESSEE MUNICIPAL FINANCE OFFICERS 
ASSOCIATION 
Armond Arnurius, President 
C lerk-Manager 
Norris, Tennessee 
TENNESSEE PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION 
W .  E. Stone, President 
Commissioner of Public Works 
Lebanon,  Tennessee 
TENNESSEE DEPARI'MENT OF OLD AGE AND 
SURVIVORS INSURANCE 
W. T .  Blair, Director 
Cumberland Lodge Building 
319 7th Avenue , North 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone� 42-4688 
TENNESSEE DEPARI'MENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Julian R. Fleming, Director 
Division of Sa.�itary Engineering 
Co;rdell Hull Building, Room 602 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone� �-2�8311 Ext . 2281 
TENNESSEE STATE PLANNING COMMISSION 
Harold V .  Miller, Executive Director 
Cordell Hull BuHding, Room Cl�l21 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: 42°,8311 Ext. 3426 
TENNESSEE TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION 
w. Ro Pouder, Executive Secretary 
217-222 Chamber of Commerce Building 
Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 
Phone: 42-1854 
STREAM POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
S .  Leary Jones, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 602 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: 42 .. 8311 Ext . 2281 
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Homer S. Elkins 
State Training Officer 
215 Chestnut Street 
Chatta.�ooga, Tennessee 
TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
Dr . George Io Whitlatch, 
Executive Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 231 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: 42-8311 Ext. 3267 
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Mayor, Ripley 
Mo G .  Isbell 
Recorder, Bolivar 
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Mayor, Hohenwald 
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GUIDE TO USE OF 1rHIS DIRECTO.RY 
After the name of each city is the county name, in parenthesis, 
in which the 
city is located.0 Next is a letter showing in which grand division 
of the state 
the city :Ls located, :g:_ast, �dd.le, or �est, 'l'he figur: follbwing th
is lette: is 
the population (see third paragraph this page ) . Next is the fiscal
 year ending; 
for example, ":FoYro5/31" means the fiscal year ends May 31. There follows
 the 
date of the next election; for example, 11Elec o 5/5611 means the next electio
n will 
be in May, 19560 The last entry on this line is the telephone number, if re
-
ported, of the city hall or other office. 
For each city that furnished the requested informat:Lon, on the second line 
is shown the time and place of the meeti.ngs of the governing body. On the third 
line is shown any closing of city offices (other than the usual Saturday after­
noon and Sunday ) i.f this information was reported. 
Population data are presented on the following two pages; on one in alpha­
betical order and on the other in descending order according to population. 
These population figures are as of ,Tuly 1, 1955, as used by the State of Tennessee 
for distributing State-shared taxes; in most cases they are 1950 census figures, 
but some reflect annexations since that time. 
Municipal elections in Tennessee are held. throughout the year, and changes
 
are therefore constantly occuring, Changes are announced each month in 
Tennessee Town & Ci� magazine, the Official organ of the Tennessee Municipal 
League. The magazine is sent free to municipal officials; others desiring to 
subscribe may do so by remitting the yearly subscription price of $3.00 to the 
League office, 228 Capitol Blvd., Nashville 3, Tennessee. 
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Municipal Power Board Chm. 
Planning Commission Chm. 
Pl.uuibing Inspector 
City School �perintendent 
Secretary 
S'U.periD.tendent of Gas System 
Superintendent of Parks 
Superintendent of Streets 
Supt. of Sewerage Plant 
Supt. of Utilities 




Water Board Chairman 
POPULATIONS OF TENNESSEE MUNICIPALITIES 
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'l'ENNESSEE CITIES BY POPULATION RANK 
as used for distributing State-shared taxes , 1955-56 
3,566 1,212 South Pittsburg 
2, 573 
Lexington Obion 1,089 Sparta 4,299 
Liberty 314 Oliver Springs 1,304 Spencer 721 Memphis 407,439 Sparta 4,299 Greenfield 1,706 854 Oneida 1,807 176,170 4,272 Linden 230 Spring City Nashville Rockwood Hohenwald 1,703 Livingston 2,316 Orme 1,083 Springfield 6,506 Chattanooga 131,041 Clinton 4,259 Alamo 1,703 Lookout Mountain 1,675 Palmer Knoxville 124,769 Sweetwater 4,199 Lookout Mountain 1,675 
9,164 Spring Hill 541 Jackson 33,354 Winchester 3,974 Collierville 1,643 706 Paris 503 Loretto Parrottsville 115 Stanton Loudon 3,567 1,640 Sweetwater 4,199 Johnson C ity 28,337 Trenton 3,868 Parsons 1,640 Lynchburg 401 Parsons 497 Tazewell 1,040 Kingsport 19,609 McKenzie 3,774 Centerville 1,630 Lynnville 356 Petersburg 882 Tellico Plains 833 Clarksville 17,695 Jefferson City 3,633 Kingston 1,627 McEwen 710 Pikeville Bristol 17,018 Loudon 3,567 Sevierville 1,620 
3,774 Pleasant Hill 152 Tiptonville 1,953 Cleveland 15,217 Lexington 3,566 Carthage 1,604 McKenzie 2,140 Toone 231 McLemoresville .?62 Po rtland 5,762 Townsend 328 Murfreesboro 14,979 Erwin 3,387 Smithville 1,558 McMinnville 7,577 Pulaski 430 Tracy City 1,414 Morristown 13,151 Dickson 3,348 Englewood· 1,545 Madisonville 1,717 Puryear Oak 10,192 Trenton . 3,868 Dyersburg · 12,063 Ripley 3,318 Smyrna 1,544 Manchester 3,080 Red Bank-White Columbia 10,911 Dayton 3,305 Dresden 1,509 
Red Boiling Springs 618 Trezevant 765 Elizabethton l0,754 Savannah 3,280 Ridgely 1,504 Martin 4,448 
Richard ' City 300 Trimble 674 Maryville 8,116 1,504 Tt'oy 593 Red Bank-White Oak 10,192 Etowah 3,261 Decherd 1,435 Mason 414 Ridgely 337 Tullahoma 8,380 Athens 10,103 Manchester 3,080 Tracy City 1,414 Maury City 553 Ridgeside 354 Union City 7,665 Shelbyville 9,847 Oak Hill 3,031 Mountain City 1,405 Medina 690 Ridgetop East Ridge 9,645 Mount Pleasant 2,931 Hartsville 1,367 
3,318 Vanleer 243 Paris 9,164 Belle Meade 2,831 Oneida 1,304 Medon 115 Ripley 413 Viola 1?3 Memphis 407,439 Rives 4,272 Wartrace 545 Greeneville 8,721 Rage rs ville 2,670 Gatlinburg 1,301 �iddJ.eton 362 Rockwood 2,670 Watertown 933 Tullahoma 8,380 Jellico 2,602 Berry Hill 1,248 Milan 5,637 Rogersville 175 Waverly 2,410 Lebanon 8,253 South Pittsburg 2,573 Bells 1,225 Millington 4,696 Rossville Maryville 8,116 Henderson 2,532 Obion 1,212 
Rutherford ·1;053 Waynesboro 1,147 Union City 7,665 Bolivar 2,429 Bruceton 1,204 Mitchellville 202 Westmoreland 1,080 2,043 Rutledge 839 Monterey 406 White Bluff 506 McMinnville 7,577 Waverly 2,410 LaFayette 1,195 Morrison 301 Saltillo 378 White Pine 780 Humboldt 7,426 Camden 2,396 Waynesboro 1,147 Morristown 13,151 Samburg Whiteville 794 Cookeville 6,924 Livingston 2,316 Celina 1,136 299 Moscow 394 Sardis Springfield 6,506 C rossville 2,291 Norris 1,134 
143 Winchester 3,974 Harriman 6,389 South Fulton 2,239 Jonesboro 1,126 Mountain City 1,405 Saulsbury 3,280 .Woodbury 1,108 Savannah Mount Pleasant 2,931 
Scotts Hill 299 Alcoa 6,365 Portland 2,140 Woodbury 1,108 Munford 976 1,759 TOTAL 1,476,729 Gallatin 6,113 Jamestown 2,115 Oliver Springs 1,089 Murfreesboro 14,979 Selmer Fayetteville 6,018 Huntingdon 2,043 Palmer 1,083 Nashv ille 176,170 Sevierville 1,620 Newport 5,884 Monterey 2,043 Westmoreland 1,080 
880 LaFollette 5,797 Tiptonville 1,953 Bluff City 1,074 Newbern 1,809 Sharon �,847 �. New Johnsonville 220 Shelbyville Pulaski 5,762 Dyer 1,864 Gleason 1,063 Signal Mountain 1, 786 New Tazewell 473 121 Milan 5,637 Cowan 1,835 Rutherford 1,053 Newport 5,884 Silerton Franklin 5,475 Lake Ci�y 1,827 Ashland City 1,040 90 Niota 956 Slayden Lawrenceburg 5,442 Newbern 1,809 Tazewell 1,040 
1,558, Lewisburg 5,312 Halls 1,808 Erin 1,009 Normandy 159 Smithville 1,544 Norris 1,134 Smyrna 457 Lenoir City 5,159 Spring City 1,807 Ducktown 1,008 Oakdale 718 Sneedville 1, 760 Covington 4,884 Signal Mountain 1,786 Gainesboro 992 Oak Hill 3,031 Somerville Brownsville 4,711 Somerville 1,760 Munford 976 South Fulton 2,239 Oakland 236 Millington 4,696 Selmer 1,759 Niota 956 
rl Martin 4,448 Madisonville 1,717 Watertown 933 
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CITY OF *ADAIR (Madison)-W- 102 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.11 56 Phone Bells 3636 




M. R. Williams CR 
T. J. Williams Mgr 
E. R. Eubank 
*Address: Jackson, Tennessee 
E. R. Eubank 
Vanden Griffin 
TOWN OF ADAMSVILLE (McNairy)-W- 927 F.Yr•l0/31 Elec.10/55 Phone 2-3540 
First Friday each month, at Farmers & Merchants Bank 
Mayor D. L. Gibson CR Coleman Smith 
Comm w. B. Crotts CoP S. O. McLain 
Comm Lo G. Vaughn FC Sam Taylor 
Comm H. B. Caperton WBCh o. L. Walker 
Comm Leland Majors SS W. B. Crotts 
TOWN OF ALAMO (Crockett) -W• 1,703 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.5/57 Phone 91 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, June-September 1 
Mayor Theo J. Emison CoP ·J. w. McCoy 
Ald H. C. Colvett ScS T. H. Strange 
Ald R. L. Ronk sww H. J. Conley 
Ald W. A. Brown SS H. J. Conley 
Ald Dr. H. E. McDaniel WBCh J. c. Hollamon 
CR H. J. Conley TA w. P. Hunt 
Atty J. B. Avery, Jr. 
TOWN OF ALCOA (Blount)...;E- 6,365 F.Yr . 9/30 Elec.6/57 Phone Maryville 987 
Second and fourth Thursdays each month, 7:30 p.m., at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor O. w. Brumfiel Eng R. v. bbschell 
V-May A. G. Chambers BI R. v. MJschell 
Comm Paul R. Hicks FC F. L. Baker 
Mgr A. B. Smith HOff Dr. Trent Vandergriff 
CR-Tr w. H. Jones PCCh C. M. Herr 
CoP A. L. Lively ScS V. F. Goddard 
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Mayor Theo J. Emison CoP ·J. w. McCoy 
Ald H. C. Colvett ScS T. H. Strange 
Ald R. L. Ronk sww H. J. Conley 
Ald W. A. Brown SS H. J. Conley 
Ald Dr. H. E. McDaniel WBCh J. c. Hollamon 
CR H. J. Conley TA w. P. Hunt 
Atty J. B. Avery, Jr. 
TOWN OF ALCOA (Blount)...;E- 6,365 F.Yr . 9/30 Elec.6/57 Phone Maryville 987 
Second and fourth Thursdays each month, 7:30 p.m., at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor O. w. Brumfiel Eng R. v. bbschell 
V-May A. G. Chambers BI R. v. MJschell 
Comm Paul R. Hicks FC F. L. Baker 
Mgr A. B. Smith HOff Dr. Trent Vandergriff 
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CoP A. L. Lively ScS V. F. Goddard 
Atty Joe C. Gamble 
-1.-
I I 
1rowN OF ALEXANDRIA (DeKalb) .. M- 387 F .Yr.12L31 _Elec. 
Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m.� at City Hall 
Phone 
Mayor Clay Avant Clk Eo W. Kyle 
-Ald E. W. Kyle *At;ty McAllen Foutch 
Ald Va:(!. Fugitt FC James Jennj.ngs 
Al.d w. Ro Curt:i.s Jg Robie Foutch 
Ald Ho A. Capl1nger TA E. W. Kyle 
Al.d ,Jo Do Goodner CD James E. Avant 
Ald Marvin Christian 
·*Address: Smithville, Tennessee 
�OWN OF ALGOOD (P�nam.) -M- 729 F.Yro.l2i_31 _ _  eco6/57 Phone Cookevi.lle 833 First M:mday each month, 7 :30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesda.y afternoon 
Mayor Ho M. Judd CR Wo G. Bracey 
Al.d Henry Thompson CoP Sam McCully 
Ald Harry McGugin sww Wo G. Bracey 
Ald Estes Rains CD 
Ald Claude Williams 
TOWN OF �TAMON.l:_j Grundy) -M� 296 F o Yr. 61_3_0 Elec. 5 /56 Phone 
Mayor 
Ald 






TOWN OF ARDMORE (Giles) -M- 157 FoYr.12.i.31 _Elec.11/55 Phone First Thursday each wonth, 7:30 p.m., at Lewter Hardware Store 
Mayor c. Po Forbes Ald J. G. J'ones 
Ald Toney Rainey Ald ·o c. Austin, 
Ald Cecil Sm.ith CR Mabron Lew·: :=r 
Ald Robert 'rurner ·*Atty Tom Moore 
·)(·Add.re SS: Pulaski, Tennessee 
20 
Jr. 
��OF ARLINGTON (Shel?Y)-'W-li.63 F.Yro.12/31 Elec.12/.2f_Phone Memphis 31-6218 First Monday each month, 8:00 p.m. :J at Bond Motor Company Building 
Mayor c. w. Bona. Al.d Mo Lo Herring 
V�.Viay Mo So Wilson .A.l.d L. iro Hughes 
Ald W:i.lliam Ao Wilder CR P. J. Henry 
A.ld Stanley D. Osborne C.lk Mrse Jane Co Kelley 
Ald Sam Wilson FC B. Go Bailey 
OWN OF ASHLAND CITY (Cheatham)·•M• 1,040 F .Yrol/l Elec .12/55 Phone 80 
ilrst Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor F. c. Stratton, Sr. Tr Frank Robertson, Jr. 
Ald J. J. Poole CoP Bunk Gafford 
Ald Sam Reeks, Jr . FC Erwin Pace 
Ald Jo Mo Harris sww T. D. Hudgens 
Ald J. Po Galaher TA Ernest Morris 
Ald w. B. Bowen SS F. C. Stratton, Sr. 
Ald J. E. Morris CD Eugene Simpkins 
Clk Tom Turner 
CTTY OF ATHENS McMinn •E- 10 103 F .-Yr•6 30 Elec. Phone 25 or 85 
First and third Tuesdays each month, :OO p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Edward Millard CoP Jess Newman 
V-May Harwell Proffitt FC Ed Shell 
Coun J. P. Cartwright Jg Joe Washington 
Coun Delmar Campbell Eng 
Coun Ro be rt E • Evans ScS w. F. Whitaker 
Mgr John B. Elliott ED Mgr W. G. Thomas 
Atty Herman Gregory CD Ralph Murphey 
TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton)' -'W..: 334 F oYr.6/30 Elec .5/57 Phone 
First .t-bnday each month, 7:30 p.m., at McDill & Quisenberry Store 
Mayor John McLaughlin Ald Thomas Gregg 
Ald Paul Bell Ald T. B. Marshall 
Ald James Blaydes GR E. M. Quisenberry 
Ald Vino Forbes Mar J. A. Billings 
Ald Jimmie McKee 





Richard K� Webb 
Z. R. Bryant 
TOWN' OF AUBURNTOWN (Cannon) 
Mayor c. s. Hawkins 
Ald J. M. Summars 
Ald T. L. Carter 
Ald w. B. Kennedy 












J. H. Jones 
I. B. Gaither 
J. M. Summars 
R. M. Hitt 
1rowN OF ALEXANDRIA (DeKalb) .. M- 387 F .Yr.12L31 _Elec. 
Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m.� at City Hall 
Phone 
Mayor Clay Avant Clk Eo W. Kyle 
-Ald E. W. Kyle *At;ty McAllen Foutch 
Ald Va:(!. Fugitt FC James Jennj.ngs 
Al.d w. Ro Curt:i.s Jg Robie Foutch 
Ald Ho A. Capl1nger TA E. W. Kyle 
Al.d ,Jo Do Goodner CD James E. Avant 
Ald Marvin Christian 
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I. B. Gaither 
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� . 
TOWN OF .. B . .AILEYTON (Gr�epe )  -:-E- 224 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/57 Phone 
Second Mbnday each montp, _ 7:30 p.m. , at Recorder's home 
Mayor J.  B .  Whitlock Ald J. F. White 
Ald Lyle Pierce CR David Love 
Ald Rex Jones CD David Love 
Ald Haskel Yokley 
TOWN OF BARI'LETT (Shelby) -W- 489 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.11/56 Phone 







C .  E. Barnett 
A. L .  Fatheree 
Roy Dixon 
A. G. Warner , 
J. c .  Paine 
D. H.  Gotten 
Jr. 
Ald 





Junius C .  Paine 
T .  E. Warr 
T. E .  Warr 
A. G. Warner, Jr. 
TOWE OF BAXTER (Putnam) -M- 861 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec.3/57 Phone 
First Thursday each month, 7:00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor James E. Austin CoP 
Ald Bill Lee sww 
Ald Robert Elmore WBCh 
Ald· Solon Dyer SS 
Ald Troy Phillips CD 
C R  Robert Starns 




James F. Brown 
Comm 
Lawrence Maxwell 
Dow Waller, Jr. 
J. M. Philips 
Robe rt Starns 
Dow Waller, Jr. 
Elec. Phone 
John Richardson 
TOWN OF BELL BUCKLE (Bedford) -M- 468 F.Yr. Elec . · P�one 






J. B.  Hinkle 
F. G. Harris 








W. A. Haskins, Jr . 
A. B .  Norris 
John M. Whiteside 
James Elkins 
CITY OF *BELLE MEADE (Davidson)=M- 2 , 831 F.Y r .12/31 Elec .1/56 Phone 97�6041 
First Thursday in February, M�y August and November, at City Hall 
Mayor Jo Gibson, ·  Jr. CR-Tr W .  T. Mallison 
V-May Francis B. Warfield **Atty M. Bo Howell, Jr. 
Comm Sam Davis Bell PC Ch Robert C .  Webster 
Mgr w. T .  Mallison CD James Raleigh Sutton 
*Address: 4705 Harding Road, Nashville, Tennessee 
**Address: 4408 Sheppard Plac e ,  Nashville 5, Tennessee 
TOWN OF BELLS (Crockett) -W- 1,225 F . Yr.5/1 Elec. Phone 








A. L. Brigance 
Frank Herron 











T. w. Cates 
C .  Rex 'ft'2hr, Jr. 
Basil J .  Crider 
E .  T .  Jackson 
J. E. Ramsey 
C .  Rex Mehr, Jr. 
TOWN OF BENTON Polk) �E- 734 F.f� . 5  30 Elec . 6  56 Phone 3411 
First Friday each month, :00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 




H. c. Wilson 
G. F. Lewis 




John c. Prince 
Fleters Caruth 
G .  Franklin Lewis 
CITY. OF *·BERRY HILL (Davidson )�M- 1,248 F.Yr.12/31 Elec .3/56 Phone 97-4521 · 







Ralph P. Rosa ·Atty John M. Bates 
Dr . L .  W. Noel, Jr. CoP Capt. J. A. Jackson 
Howell Townes PCCh Sam Jones 
Howell Townes BI Robert Rawding 
)\\'.}.: TA Bryan H. Alsup 
Bryan H. Alsup CD Kenneth Cox 
*Address: City Hall, 2309A Franklin Road, Nashville , Tennessee 
- 5� 
� . 
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- 5� 
TOWN OF BETHEL SPRINGS (McNairy) -W- 623 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .5/57 Phone 
Monday after first Wednesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at C ity Hall 
Mayor A. Williams Ald R. H. Ellis 
V-May F. F. Mitchell Ald Cleo Holland 
Ald c. L. Hendrix CR F. F. Mitchell 
Ald Cecil Cox CoP J. F. Plunk 
Ald J. K. Walker SS Grady Walker 
TOWN OF BIG SANDY Benton) -W- 621 F.Yr.  Elec . 
First Thursday each month, :00 p . -m., at C ity Hall 
Mayor Cleatus W. · Hicks Ald J. A. Bussell 
Ald L. R.  Stockdale CR Herman c . Potts 
Ald w. G. Melton Atty Frank L. Hollis 
Ald E. c. Ross Mar Jesse Wade 
Ald J. L. Lee 
Phone 
TOWN OF BLUFF CITY Sullivan:;��-E- i 074 F{;�t;{r.5 1 Elec .6 57 Phone 3811 
First and third Thursdays each month, 7:3·,.p.m., at C ity Hall 












D .  N. Eades 
T .  K. Griffith 







J. Paul Johnson 
J. W. Glover 
Kyle Weaver 
D. N .  Eades 
Carl Jenkins 
James R.  Taylor 
TOWN OF BOLIVAR (Hardeman) -W- 2,429 F .Yr.5/31 Elec.5/57 Phone 5742 




















C .  W .  Vaughan 
M. G. Isbell 
E. J .  Harris 
Oscar Daniels 














R. N. Mitchell 
Paul Vaughan 




Oliver Sain, Sr. 
Charles C rump 
Roy Keller 
Harry Bishop 
CITY OF BONWOOD (Madison) -W- 64 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . Phone 
First and third Thursdays each month, 8 :00 p.m., at members homes 
*Mayor 
Comm 
W .  H. Foster 
Ed Martin 
Comm Roy Johnson 
CR w. H. Foster 
*Address: Route 1, Jackson, Tennessee 
TOWN OF BRADFORD (Gibson) -W- 823 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.6(57 .Phone 
First Friday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Mayor's home 
Mayor B. M. Patterson CR W. C. Melvin 
Ald Bill Pierce Clk Mrs. Robert Atkins 
Ald G. D. Cain Atty Z .  D. Atkins 
Ald H. O. Cash FC Bill Pierce 
Ald Knox Smith sww L. c .  Goodman 
Ald Thomas Taylor SS H. O. Cash 
Ald C. H. Leech 
TOWN OF BRIGHTON (Tipton) -W- 524 F.Yr.8/31 Elec. Phone 






W. O. Huffman, Sr. 






F. M. Huffman 
J. R .  Hill, Jr. 
w. C. Tipton 
Earsel Wilson 
CITY OF BRISTOL (Sullivan) -E- 17,018 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.6/57 Phone 
Every Friday, 10:30 a.m. ,  at C ity Hall 
Mayor Thomas S. Curtin HO ff Glen Kilday 
Comm George W. Vance PC Ch G. M. Conn 
Comm Maurice Conn PBCh G. Frank Helms 
CR-Jg Albert w. Stone PI John Leonard 
Acct M. D. Richards ScS Clement M. Eyler 
Atty J. K. Brown SSP w. J. Bricker 
CF in G. w. Vance sww Odell W. Gray 
CoP w. J. Rogers PA G. W. Vance 
CPW G. M. Conn SS G. M. Conn 
BL W. A. Walker TA c. E. Vance 
EDMg:r John Gray Lib Mrs. Emory Widener 
FC W. A. Buckles CD Wesley Davis 
-7-
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-7-
CITY OF BROWN�YJ�LE_j_1I�ood) -W- 4, 711 F . Yr.6/30 Elec .12/55 Phone· l51 
Second Tuesa.ay each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May-September 1 
Mayor Shane Roy 
Ald Malcolm Smith 
Ald Earl Compton 
Ald Fred T. Jones 
Ald Dr. T. D. Russell 
Clk F. T. Edmonds 
Tr F. R. Chapman 
Acct Mrs. Dan. Phillips, Sr. 
CoP Charles Rea.a. 











F. T. Edmonds 
T. c .  Chapman 
A. s. Rose 
c. R. McKay, Sr. 
E. D. Thompson 
c. T. Hooper, Jr. 
J. F • Pulliam, Sr. 
F. T. Edmonds 
Robert Hooper 
James Covington 
TOWN OF BRUCETON (Carroll)-W-1,204 F.Yr.9/2nd.Tue. Elec.7/56 Phone 
Second Tuesda . .y each� 7 :30 p.m., at City Hall 







Joe w. Shouse 
T. B. Miller 
R. R. Herndon 
Sam Siegel 
L. Ko McMackins 






R. T. Ma.this 
w. H. Lassiter 
Guy Cole 
J. C. Capligner 
Guy Cole 
2401 
TOWN OF BUI.LS GAP (Hawk�ns) -E- 734 F.Yr. Elec. Phone 
Mayor Dr. J. E • Self Ald W. C. :r..ong 
Ald J. L. liau:n Ald Joe T. Slemons 
Ald Dr. W. Guy Justis CR Roy w. Pearson 
TOWN OF BURNS (Dtck.son) -M- 1�21 F.Y�.5/27 Elec.5/57 Phone 




A. E. Lampley 
W. H. Bishop 




Ho J. Tidwell 
G. C. Bishop 
E. H. Meeks, Sr. 













TOWN OF CAMDEN (Benton) -W- 2,396 F.Yr.6/31 Elec. Phone 5501 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May-September 30 
Mayor R. L. Davis Atty A. Bradley Frazier 
Ald Everett Smith CoP Earl A. Clark 
Ald Brady Taylor FC Charles S. Wyatt 
Ald Joe Hamer SS Everett Smith 
Ald Sidney Adams sww Charles S. Wyatt 
Ald Allen Crossnoe EDMgr Eulas E. Pafford 
CR w. C. Hicks CD W. P. Davidson, Jr. 
TOWN OF CARI'HAGE (Smith) -M- 1,604 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/56 Phone 8 
Third Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m. 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May-September 
Mayor Bill Rankin Clk-Tr L. B. Thomas 
V-May L. B. Thomas Atty w .• H. Turner 
Ald Huber Butler CoP Dave Porter 
Ald John Ligon FC Dave Porter 
Ald Walter Moss PC Ch John Maggart 
Ald Luther McBride SS Charles Masters 
Ald Charles Masters sww Charles Tyree 
Ald. W. H. Turner CD Ben H. Thomas 
CR Bill. Ra�in 
TOWN OF CELINA (Clay) -M- 1,136 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/57 Phone CH3-3380 
First Thursday each month, 3:30 p.m., at Bank of Celina 
Mayor Cecil Buford Atty W. G. Sidwell 
Ald J. T. Goodpasture CoP Fouler Thompson 
Ald J. H. Overstreet HO ff Dr. Champ Clark 
Ald Clyde King ScS M� L. Brown 
CR-Jg J. B. Hamilton CD Joe A. Clark 
Tr R. L. Donaldson 
TOWN OF *CENTERI'OWN (Warren) -M- 195 F.Yr.4/1 Elec.4/57 Phone 30 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Mayor's home 
Mayor, 
Comm 
J. W. Williamson 
J. A. Jordan 
Comm A. K. Parsley 
*Address: Box 117, Route 1, McMinnville, Tenn. 
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Ald Walter Moss PC Ch John Maggart 
Ald Luther McBride SS Charles Masters 
Ald Charles Masters sww Charles Tyree 
Ald. W. H. Turner CD Ben H. Thomas 
CR Bill. Ra�in 
TOWN OF CELINA (Clay) -M- 1,136 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/57 Phone CH3-3380 
First Thursday each month, 3:30 p.m., at Bank of Celina 
Mayor Cecil Buford Atty W. G. Sidwell 
Ald J. T. Goodpasture CoP Fouler Thompson 
Ald J. H. Overstreet HO ff Dr. Champ Clark 
Ald Clyde King ScS M� L. Brown 
CR-Jg J. B. Hamilton CD Joe A. Clark 
Tr R. L. Donaldson 
TOWN OF *CENTERI'OWN (Warren) -M- 195 F.Yr.4/1 Elec.4/57 Phone 30 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Mayor's home 
Mayor, 
Comm 
J. W. Williamson 
J. A. Jordan 
Comm A. K. Parsley 
*Address: Box 117, Route 1, McMinnville, Tenn. 
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TOWN OF CENTERVILLE (Hickman) -M-1,630 F.Yr.9/30 Elec ol0/55 Phone 3721 
First Tuesday after the first Monday each mont h ,  7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Emery B. Gill Ald W. H. Huddleston 
Ald Tom Lambert CR-Jg Fred Easley 
Ald · w. A. Bratton CoP Melvin Chand.ler 
Ald Bi�lie Smithson·. FC w. s .  Lawson 
Ald Jitn: D. Bates ScS Grant Coble 
Ald Aubrey Bogle SS-SWW Henry Davidson 
Ald Hugh M. Haynes CD J. w. Shouse 
Ald Clifford Harber 
TOWN OF CHAPEL HILL (Marshall) -M- 603 F.Yr.11/30 Elec. 8/56 Phone 
Fourth Saturday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Red Frout Drug Store 
Mayor E. P. Crutcher Ald Harding Chapman 
Ald A. C. Bigger CR Mrs. A .  T. Brown 
Ald James Comstock Clk G .  H. Lawrence 
Ald H. c. Joyce Atty Bayord Tarpley 
Ald Ezell Scott CoP .;rack Drumright 
Ald P . • . . P. Maxwell CD Earl Barnes 
CITY OF CHARLOTTE (Dickson) -M- 478 .)>J'.".r. 6/30 Elec .6/59 Phone 2311 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p. m .. , ·ili�;ct:-< Di�kson County Banking Com>any 
Offices close Thursdays all day, Apri1:::be·c:e:mher 31 · · 
Mayor Wayne Sensing . ·'61k I Elizabeth Davis 
Coun John Loggins CoP ..• James Weems 
Coun Lawrence Porter Atty Ray Stuart 
Coun Henry Garrett Sec Clara · McClelland 
Cqun Clyde Buckner Jg Johnney Frey 
Coun Graham Hicks 
C ITY OF CHATTANOOGA (Hamilton) -E-131,041 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.4/59 Phone 7-6681 









P. R. Olgiati 
Pat Wilcox 
George McintW,ff 














Joe W. Anderson 
Ed Ricketts 
R .  S. Lillard 
Be nard Barnes 
C .  B. Souders 
Fain W. Ingram 
0R. R. Gouldy 
Mike Quinn 
.CHATTANOOGA (continued) 




Dr. Paul M u  Golley 
,Grady Jacoway,: .. Jro 
Web C. Brown · · 





s .  R. Finley 
Riley Graham 
Elizabeth Edwards 
Paul S .  Mathes 
CITY OF CLARKSVILLE(Montgomery) -M-17 ,695 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec.12/56 Phone 5950 
First Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m. , at City Hall 
. Mayor William Kleeman CR Jo H. Marable 
Coun J .  David Wood Atty Chaso V o  Runyon 
Coun Charles Greer DFih J .  H .  Marable· 
Coun T. B.  Moore CoP J. P. Balthrop 
Coun Henry Farmer EDMgr J o  F o  Perry 
Coun Mike Savage . .  Eng ·. ,J .• T .  Cunningham , Jr. 
Coun c .  B. -Smith FC Thomas Seay 
Coun Robt. E'� Bradley HO ff Dr . Charles A .  Trahern 
Coun Bob Davis ScS c .  H .  Moore 
Coun J" . T • . Hanley SS Garfield Manning 
Coun · Ashley Dabbs Jg Collier Goodlet t ,  Jr. ·. , 
Coun William Edmo,ndson SU Robert C. Cowar.i 
Coun Charles R. Jones CD Jesse F. Per:�:-y 
OIT.Y OF CLEVELAND (Br�dley) -E-15,2l7 F .• Yr. 9/30 El�7. 10/56 PO.one 1909 
Second Monday each month, 3:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor Eng Oscar L.  Giles 
Comm Norman Jordan BI W. H. Schultz 
Comm Fred White FC L. F. Mc Daris 
Comm Harrison Fair ScS ·�·-� C • Bower 
Comm B. € o · Brown SS Oscar L .  Giles 
Comm c. F. Kelly sww Earl Gilliland 
Clk �helcer L o  Wilson <Pg George E. Westerberg 
Tr Mansfield Petty Lib Ruth Chambers 
Atty Charles S .  Mayfield, Jr. PC Ch C o  c. L.  Ray 
CoP Luther Goodwin CD Dwight L o  Mc Reynol ds 
EDMgr w. w. Jacobs 
CITY OF CLIFTON (Wayne ) -M- 818 F .Yr.8/31 Elec . 8/56 Phone 251 or 2291 




James R .  Roberts 
Will F .  Cary 







Jjame s Dowdy 
Roscoe Youngblood 
R. R. Haggard, Jr. 
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Jjame s Dowdy 
Roscoe Youngblood 
R. R. Haggard, Jr. 
TOWN OF CLINTON (Anderson) -E- 4,259 F .Y�l2/31 Elec .12/55 Phone ·27 
First and third Thursdays each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor W .  E .  Lewallen FC Wm. Miller 
V-May R.  S • 1'/i0xley PBCh J .  L .  Henniss 
Ald Dr . F .  A. Hobbs ScS R .  N. Finchum 
Ald George Anderson, WBCh J .  M. Burkhart 
Ald James M. Seivers SS Edgar Webster 
Ald Edward Underwood s� �· ,�·- Robinson 
CR-Jg Paul W .  Horton PCCh Harry F .  Miller 
Atty Jim Underwood EDMgr E .  H .  Hamilton 
CoP Roy Byrd CD Paul W .  Horton 
TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelby) -W-1 643 F .Yr.4 30 Elec . 5  57 Phone 4254 
First Friday after the f:irst Monday each month, · : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 









John E .  Stamps 
H .  F .  Kelsey, Jr. 
E .  J. Morton 
Pete Kosloski 
w. w. Ruttpn 
E • L .  Hurtwief::- ·. 
O .  D .  McCa���s 








E .  J .  Morton 
Dr. R .  F .  Kelsey 
Jessie Lowe 
E .  E .  Duncan 
John E .  Stamps 
E .  E .  Duncan 
E .  E .  Dup.can 
CITY OF. COLLINWOOD __ (Wayneh-M- 694 F .Yr .9/30 Elec .6/56 Phone 





C . � .  Jackson 
T .  H .  Winford 








CITY OF COLUMBIA (Maury) -M- 10 , 911 F .§r .12/31 Elec .11/57 Phone 291 
First and third 'rhursdays each month, : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Tom F .  Williams CoP E .  P .  Fox 
Comm E .  s .  Bartlett EDMgr R .  w. Williamson 
Comm Ralph Maddux FC J .  P .  White 
Comm H .  E •. Coker SS R. u .  Swann 
Comm M. H. Lee sww R.  w .  Williamson 
Mgr Lowell Long TA Paul Pickle 
Atty J', Dawson Frierson Jg Pride Tomlinson, Jr . 
CR Herman Roach DPW Rube Smith 
Eng George M .• Jacobs CD W .  H .  Jackson 
-12-
TOWN OF COOKEVILLE (Putnam) -Mi- 6,924 f.Yr .12/31 Elec . 10/55 Phone 561 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at �ity Hall 
Mayor Dero Brown Eng Holla Burgess 
.V-May Jesse E .  Owen FC Jess Foutch 
Comm D .  S .  Mahler PBCh Dero Brown 
Clk Sam Lynn PCCh w .  S .  Johnson 
Tr-Jg Jared Ma<t�\!X ScS Lester King 
Atty F .  E .  Har is SS Dero Brown 
CF in Jesse E .  Owen SSP Holla Burgess 
CoP Hubert Crawford sww Holla Burgess 
CP Dero Brown Lib Clara Starnes 
EDMgr TA Houston Boyd 
DPZ D .  w .  Mattson CD Walter Keith Ct.tawford 
CITY OF COPPERHILL (Polk) -E- 924 F .Yr.12/31 Elec .12/56 Phone 105 







W .  P .  Terry 
E .  A. Greene 






















Mrs . Carrie Helmboldt 
Fred Hensley 
A. A. Mccarter 
Charles Turner 
Charles Turner 
S .  E .  Sharp 




TOWN OF COTTAGE GROVE (H�nry) -W- 126 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 5/57 Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at local _,9-a� 
- .....  __  __ Mayor J .  T .  Rainey 
Ald E .  W • . Call 
Ald Leon Sumuie rs 
Ald B .  c .  Housden 






Dan Snow · --- ----­
J .  R .  Snow 
Paul Williams 
w. H. Jones 
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-12-
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TOWN OF COTTAGE GROVE (H�nry) -W- 126 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 5/57 Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at local _,9-a� 
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Ald Leon Sumuie rs 
Ald B .  c .  Housden 






Dan Snow · --- ----­
J .  R .  Snow 
Paul Williams 
w. H. Jones 
--CITY OF COVINGTON (Tipton) -W- 4,884 F .Yr .3/31 Elec . 3/57 Phone 9613 
Second and fourth Tuesdays each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Recorder ' s  office 
Offices close Wednesday all day, April-September 1 
Mayor Will Shoaf Atty A .  P .  Smith 
Ald Dr . B .  F .  Jones CoP R .  S .  Gift 
Ald Jack Guttman FC Thomas Shoaf 
Ald O. J. Naifeh ScS R .  K. Castellaw 
Ald A. G. Walk SS Earl Elam 
Ald Ray Moore sww Clint Wright 
Ald P .  A .  Turner BI Thomas Shoaf 
CR-Tr Eugene Younger CD Otis Trasper, Jr. 
TOWN OF COWAN (Franklin) -M- 1,835 F .Yr .8/31 Elec . Phone 2451 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Recorder ' s  office 
Mayor James R .  Lasater CoP Keith Pearson 
Ald Joe Clark Eng James H .  Hawkins 
Ald Harrison Little FC Kenneth Myers 
Ald Horace McCollum SS J. F .  Terry 
Ald Alton Pearson sww F .  F .  Ferguson 
CR-Jg J. F .  Terry WBCh B .  F .  Taylor 
Tr B .  B .  Looney CD G .  C .  Hodges 
Atty Howard Gene Betty 
TOWN OF CROSSVILLE (Cumberland) -E- 2,291 F .Yr.  Elec . Phone 25  
First Thursday each month, 2 : 00 p .m. , at City Office 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Ralph B .  Hall CoP E .  C. Bradford 
Comm Dr. Robt . W .  Smart FC Robert Stewart 
Comm Morris Ringley SS Ernest Harper 
CR c. E .  Keyes sww John Bond 
Clk-Tr C .  R .  Lundy CD Wm. E .  Mayberry, 
Atty C .  E .  Keyes 
CITY OF CUMBERLAND CITY (Stewart ) -M- 321 F .Yr.  Elec . 





G .  L .  Landiss,  Sr .  







A. M. Parchman 




TOWN OF CUMBERLAND GAP (Claiborne ) -E- 403 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .10/56 Phone 
First MOri�ay each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at school house 
Mayor H .  E .  Loveday Ald Carl Estep 
Ald E .  Jack Long CR . Miss Mossie Overton 
Ald Cecil Greene FC . ];"\alph Snyder 
Ald Joe Burchett M,41ty James Estep 
Ald Bob Owens Q� William Alford 
Ald Ralph Snyder 
TOWN OF DANDRIDGE, (Jefferson) -E- 690 F .Yr.7 1 Ele c . 5  57 Phone 2225 
First Tuesday each month, : 00 p.m. , at Jefferson County Bank Building 
Mayor H.  B .  Jarnigan Ald Jimmie Miller 
Ald Frank c. Hodge CR Jason Miller 
Ald w .  R.  Mc Mahan sww L .  R .  Sherrod 
Ald Eugene Fox FC John C .  Miller 1 
Ald H. F . · Swann SS F .  M. Hodge "' 
Ald c .  R.  French CD C .  E .  Piatt 
CITY OF DAYTON (Rhea) -E- 3 , 305 F�Yr.11 30 Elec . 11 55 Phone 198 
First and third Mondays each month, : 15 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Jr, . 
Mayor Dr.  J. J. Rodgers ED Mgr Walter Cunningham 
V-May George Bernard FC Dennie Zonnas 
Comm Ellis Caudle ScS Carroll Tallent 
Mgr Jess Clark sww J. R. Mansfield 
CR-Tr Carroll Tallent Atty Hugh Gallagher 
CoP William Abel CD Carroll Tallent 
TOWN OF DECATUR (Meigsl -E- 235 F .Yr: 10/31 Ele c . 4/56 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Recorder ' s  office 
(May.or George Key 
"'.Ald James McKenzie 
Ald Charles Wade 
Ald Darris Crabtree 







H. H. Cline 
J.  D .  Culvahouse 
L .  B .  Massingill 
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Ald Ralph Snyder 
TOWN OF DANDRIDGE, (Jefferson) -E- 690 F .Yr.7 1 Ele c . 5  57 Phone 2225 
First Tuesday each month, : 00 p.m. , at Jefferson County Bank Building 
Mayor H.  B .  Jarnigan Ald Jimmie Miller 
Ald Frank c. Hodge CR Jason Miller 
Ald w .  R.  Mc Mahan sww L .  R .  Sherrod 
Ald Eugene Fox FC John C .  Miller 1 
Ald H. F . · Swann SS F .  M. Hodge "' 
Ald c .  R.  French CD C .  E .  Piatt 
CITY OF DAYTON (Rhea) -E- 3 , 305 F�Yr.11 30 Elec . 11 55 Phone 198 
First and third Mondays each month, : 15 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Jr, . 
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V-May George Bernard FC Dennie Zonnas 
Comm Ellis Caudle ScS Carroll Tallent 
Mgr Jess Clark sww J. R. Mansfield 
CR-Tr Carroll Tallent Atty Hugh Gallagher 
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H. H. Cline 
J.  D .  Culvahouse 
L .  B .  Massingill 
TOWN OF DECATURVILLE (Decatur) -W- 514 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 12/56 Phone 33 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Mayor Will T .  Rogers Ald E .  H .  Wylie 
Ald James L o  England Ald Hershal Davis 
Ald Charles Weatherford Mar . , R • Pitts ' . 
Ald Fred Pratt SS E .  H .  Wylie 
Ald Hollis Rainey 
TOWN OF DECHERD (Franklin) -M- 1,435 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . Phone 3141 
First Thursday each month,  7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor W .  w. Collins Acct Raymond Haley 
Ald Sumner Rose CoP James Reed 
Ald James E .  Skidmore FC William Payne 
Ald Roy Delzell SS Oscar Lacy 
Ald W .  B .  Counts sww Joe Davidson 
CR-Jg B .  F .  Arnold Lib Mrs . B .  F .  Arnold 
*Atty Walter Haynes CD 
*Address : Winchester, Tennessee 





Robe rt Hardee 
S .  A .  Carter 
Mrs . J. L .  Williamson 




John R. Green 
Elec . Phone 
C .  E .  Harris 
Will A .  Hardee 
J .  A. Tyson 
TOWN OF DICKSON (Dickson) - ; •- 3 , 348 F .Yr .9/30 Elec . 9/55 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
2235 
Mayor Dr.  R .  P .  Beasley CR-Jg Murray Crow 
Ald Doyle Larkin Sec Miss Mary Diamond 
Ald Brigham Rumsey EDMgr C .  N. Dunegan 
Ald E .  O .  Grimes FC C .  S .  Hooper 
Ald Buford Reed sww Van Corlew 
Ald Albert Ray Lib Mrs . A .  N .  Hines 
Ald Winfrey Wells TA Murray Crow 
Ald Ray Brazell SS Van .Corlew 
Ald Stroud Williams CD Edward Riordan 
-16-
TOWN OF DOVER (Stewart ) -M- 547 F .Yr .3/1 Elec .2/56 Phone 126 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Peoples Bank and Trust Co . 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
M.ayor w. H. Tippitt Clk Ira Atkins 
Ald w. D .  Howell Mar Mack Hester 
Ald J .  r , Scurlock FC Harold Stone 
Ald Roy Vi.nson SS Ira Atkins 
Ald Clay Groves 





W .  P .  Banks 
Virgil Gibbs 






W. A. Cathcart 
W .  A .  Cathcart 
Carl Boyd Banks 
TOWN OF DRESDEN (Weakley) -W- 1,509 F .Yr .6/30 Elec , 6/57 Phone 270 
First Tuesday each mohth, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor A. W .  Gaylord CoP Warren Roberts 
Ald Fred King BI Raymond Smith 
Ald Raymond Vaughn FC Tom Reagan 
Ald O .  W .  Beard HO ff J. P .  Montgomery 
Ald R.  Y ,  Bushart ScS W. L. Darnall 
Ald Tom Reaga.n PC Ch A.  J .  Strawbridge 
Ald Paul Wilson �s Bill Mayo 
CR-Jg Cornell Pettie SSP Sidney Gallimore 
Atty Homer Bradberry sww Sidney Gallimore 
TOWN OF DUCKTOWN (Polk) -E- 1,008 F.Yr.3/31 Elec .12/55 Phone 











J .  H. Smith 
Sam Sharpe 
CITY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie ) -E- 873 F .Yr.7/1 Elec . Phone 53A 





C .  B. Heard 
Rhodes Kelly 
Tom Greer, Jr. 






Marion T .  Williams 
Hugh B .  Pittman 
TOWN OF DECATURVILLE (Decatur) -W- 514 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 12/56 Phone 33 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Mayor Will T .  Rogers Ald E .  H .  Wylie 
Ald James L o  England Ald Hershal Davis 
Ald Charles Weatherford Mar . , R • Pitts ' . 
Ald Fred Pratt SS E .  H .  Wylie 
Ald Hollis Rainey 
TOWN OF DECHERD (Franklin) -M- 1,435 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . Phone 3141 
First Thursday each month,  7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor W .  w. Collins Acct Raymond Haley 
Ald Sumner Rose CoP James Reed 
Ald James E .  Skidmore FC William Payne 
Ald Roy Delzell SS Oscar Lacy 
Ald W .  B .  Counts sww Joe Davidson 
CR-Jg B .  F .  Arnold Lib Mrs . B .  F .  Arnold 
*Atty Walter Haynes CD 
*Address : Winchester, Tennessee 





Robe rt Hardee 
S .  A .  Carter 
Mrs . J. L .  Williamson 




John R. Green 
Elec . Phone 
C .  E .  Harris 
Will A .  Hardee 
J .  A. Tyson 
TOWN OF DICKSON (Dickson) - ; •- 3 , 348 F .Yr .9/30 Elec . 9/55 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
2235 
Mayor Dr.  R .  P .  Beasley CR-Jg Murray Crow 
Ald Doyle Larkin Sec Miss Mary Diamond 
Ald Brigham Rumsey EDMgr C .  N. Dunegan 
Ald E .  O .  Grimes FC C .  S .  Hooper 
Ald Buford Reed sww Van Corlew 
Ald Albert Ray Lib Mrs . A .  N .  Hines 
Ald Winfrey Wells TA Murray Crow 
Ald Ray Brazell SS Van .Corlew 
Ald Stroud Williams CD Edward Riordan 
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CITY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie ) -E- 873 F .Yr.7/1 Elec . Phone 53A 





C .  B. Heard 
Rhodes Kelly 
Tom Greer, Jr. 






Marion T .  Williams 
Hugh B .  Pittman 
CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1 864 F.Yr .6  30 Elec . 6  57 Phone 3431 
Second Monday, 7 �00 p .m. , winter; : 00 p .m. , summer, at City Hall 
Mayor c .  c .  Berry CR-Jg C .  F .  Jackson 
Ald Raymond Shankle Atty Hal Holmes 
Ald Garland Nicholson FC C .  P .  Allen 
Ald Wilford Bond Mar Guy Ing 
Ald Will D .  Thomas SS Howard Baker 
Ald Bob Newman sww Shely Shepard 
Ald T .  Y .  Thomas TA Turner Mingle 
Ald C .  B .  Newbill CD Robert L .  Webb 
Ald Turner Mingle 
CITY OF DYERSBURG (Dyer) -W- 12,063 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . Phone 












Page V. Hart 
L .  A. Pinkley 
Chas . G .  Jacobi 
Nap Brigham 
A.  D .  Walker 
A. H .  Moody,  Jr. 
F .  G .  Bruce 
R .  S .  Sellers 
A. D .  Walker 













W .  G .  Shelton 
O .  B .  Locklear 





Page V .  Hart 
Herbert Holland 
1750-51 
TOWN OF EAGLEVILLE (Rutherford) -M- 378 F .Yr.12/31 Ele c .12/55 Phone 
Second Wednesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor W .  H .  Dyer Comm F. E .  Crosslin 
Comm W .  P .  McCord CR F. E .  C rosslin 
Comm Arch Bell CoP Eddie Blanton 
Comm Russel Puckett FC Russel Puckett 
Comm Eddie Blanton SP W .  P .  McCord 
Comm E .  L .  Williams SS Arch Bell 
TOWN OF *EAST RIDGE (Hamilton) -E- 9,645 F .Yr.4/15 Elec .4/57 Phone 98-2911 
Second Thursday each month, 7 � 30 p .m. , at Town Hall 







J .  W .  Anderson 
Charles Rhinehart 
E .  A .  Boyd 
Jack Dunlap 







James E .  Smith 
Raymond Proctor 
Ralph Pendergrass 
Joseph B.  Roberts 
Ed Hufft 
*Address :  1501 Tombras Ave . ,  East Ridge Town Hall, Chattanooga 
-18-
' 
TOWN OF ELIZABETHTON (Carter ) -E-10,754 F.Yr . 5/31 Elec �7/56 Phone 4511 
First and third Thursdays each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Frank E .  Pung an CoP Claude Nave 
V-May Edwin C .  Alexander EDMgr John Meagher 
Comm James W .  Hunnicut Eng Fred Baker 
Comm . ·. Fred W .  Hathaway FC Dana Reynolds 
Comm J!van Hendrickson ScS T .  A. Dugger, Jr. 
Comm Earl M. ReaSOJi sww C .  B .  Allen 
Comm W. G .  Frost SS J. A. Grindstaff 
CR-Tr G .  J. Holly Jg Peter W .  Hampton 
Atty Roy C .  Nelson TA Earl Trivett 
. Mgr David Burkhalter DPW J_im Cle�, Jr . 
BI David Edens CD ·George C .  Edens 
TOWN OF ELKTON (Giles ) -M- 168 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 6/56 Phone 






Gray Ragsdale , Sr. 
� .  C .  Crony 
Vernon Park 
Geo .  Whitfield 





*Addres s :  Pulaski, Tennessee 
Henry McFarland 
Robt . E .  Grigsby 
David Wade 
Gr,ady Birdsong 
· ·ti�: � '�:J' ' 
TOWN OF ENGLEWOOD (McMinn) -E- 1,545 F .Yr .1/1 Elec .12/56 Phone 50 
First Monday each mcinth, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon 
Mayor Buster Brown CoP Bill Carter 
Comm John W .  Payne CR Albert Bain, Jr. 
Comm Dean Holden sww Albert Bain, Jr . 
Comm Chester Simpson Lib Mrs . Albert Bain, 
Comm Edward Smith 
TOWN OF ENVILLE (Chester) -W� 290 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .8/56 Phone 84 
First Friday each month, 8:00 p .m. , at Town Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May-September 
Mayor J. H. Frazier Ald J .  R. Patrick 
V-May R. B .  Johnson CR E .  H.  Clenney 
Ald K. T.  Tue ton Mar w. Q. Lee 
Ald Q. A. Newman Atty John J. Ross 
Ald H. L o  Ozier 
-19-
Jr. 
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-18-
' 
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Jr. 
TOWN OF ERIN(Houston)-M- 1,009 F .Yr .9/lst .Monday Elec . 8/56 Phone Atlas 
9-3571 First Tuesday each month, 7 : 45 p .m. , at New C ity Hall 
Mayor L .  F.  Stone CR-Jg W .  I .  Hagler 
V-May Darrell Hunter Atty Joe H .  Spencer 
Ald Garland Hooper CoP Albert Patterson 
Ald J .  v. Averitt sww w .  I .  Hagler 
Ald L .  D .  Hunter SS L. F .  Stone 
Ald N .  E .  Christianson FC T .  D .  Spencer 
Ald Bob Garrett PA L .  F. Stone 
Ald Tom Dug Spencer SP Buddy Mobley 
Ald Guy Knight CD w .  H. Wiseman 
Tr L .  G .  Knight 
TOWN OF ERWIN (Unicoi )  -E- 3,387 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  Phone 3-4211 
First and third Tuesdays each month, 5 : 00 p .m. , at Mayor ' s  office 
Mayor R .  W. McNabb Atty DeWitt Tucker 
V-May Roland Mccurry CoP L .  T .  Guinn 
Ald o. L. Huff EDMgr H. L. Reeves 
Ald H. E .  Campbell Eng J .  A.  Goforth 
Ald T.  ·H.  Peters SS H .  E .  Campbell 
Ald T .  E .  Woodruff FC L .  c .  Hurd 
CR-Jg R. J. McBride , Jr . CD Wayne Sparks 
TOWN OF ESTILL SPRINGS (Franklin) -M-496 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec .10/55 Phone 77 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 












H.  T.  Shasteen 
J .  W. Schwartz ,  Sr. 
E .  P .  Elder 
CITY OF ETOWAH (McMinn) -E- 3,261 F .Yr . 11/30 Elec . 12/56 Phone 423 
Second and fourth Tuesdays each month, 9 � 00 a.m. , at Recorder ' s  office 








Charle s R .  Alverson 
C .  W .  Mcconkey • 
Paul Carter 
J .  Ray Sloop 
J .  Claude Blair 
Dan Ivins 
















TOWN OF FAYETTEVILLE (Lincoln)-M�6,0l8 F .Yr . 9/30 Elec . 10/56 Phone 145 
Fifth of each month (6th if holiday), 7 : 30 p orn. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor P .  D .  Massey Mgr W .  F .  Drake 
Ald Jim Davi.dson, Jr . Atty Fred I .  Womack 
Ald Hugh Smith CoP Ottis Dye 
Ald M. D .  Crabtree ED Mgr J. B .  Markham 
Ald Holden Rice FC w. c .  Foster 
Ald D .  •r . Buchanan HO ff W .  F .  Drake 
Ald R .  c .  Carroll ScS Ralph Askins 
CR-Jg Freeman 'l'owry PBCh Ro be rt T • Mason 
Clk H .  M. Rice SG Lester Simms 
BI Freeman Towry CD Jim Davidson, Jr . 
TOWN 01'""' FRANKLIN (Williamson) -M- 5 , 475 F .Yr .10/31 Elec . 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Phone 77 or 78 
Mayor Frank Gray, Jr . Tr Joe Pinkerton 
Ald H. J. Potts Atty Earl Beasley 
Ald W .  L .  Henry CoP Harris D .  Irwin 
Ald Asa Jewell FC Sohn L .  Smith 
Ald Keith Caldwell ScS . :' , W '· J3ruc.� � ,  
Ald Paul Butts .. ·: SS 
Morton Fisher 
Ald R. N. Moore sww John L .  Smith 
Ald JE?.l.:L x:  W .  Truett , Jr . ED Mgr Lawrence B .  Howard 
CR-Jg R. .  M .  Liggett Lib Miss Laura Howard 
Eng <John L .  Smith 
CITY OF FRIE_!'lDS}UP (Crockett)  -W- 452 F .Y_r . __ ____ E_l_e_c_. ___ P_h_o_n_e __ 
Offices close Wednesd.ay all day, May-August 
Mayor Ira D .  Park CR II . E .  Bivens 
Ald H .  E .  Bivens Atty J .  B .  Avery, Jr . & Sr . 
Ald A. A. Lipford CoP J .  M. Smelly 
Ald Leslie Perry ScS J .  F .  Bailey 
Ald James Carmen 
CITY OF FRIENDSVILLE (Bl.01mt ) -E- 569 F .,Yr . 6/1 El_�c . 5b._7.1--..:.Ph�o:.:.n:..:.e ___ _ 





Marvin G .  McGill 
John Hafley 
John A .  Coffey 








J .  B .  Crisp 
J. B. Crisp 
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_.,.--,------------- - -
TOWN OF GADSDEN (Crqc�ett ) -W:: �55 f .rr.12 jl El�c � 3  � :f?h!�n@ ll lm+€lt ���. 
Third Mopq.ay ea(!n 'mbntP., T 90 · p ; w-� -, · a.-t- ·1,nyo·v 1 §  p:ff:f-c'e ____ _ ·-- -- -· 







�ack It� 'l'f+omp�pn 
Claude\Will��m� 
J� L .  Ari.twine 
c .  E .  Reeyes 
A. L. Fergu�on 







T � El ! l{g€1.�!? 
J � � • J\rrtwine 
Frank Lat;ham 
o �  F ,,  Byr\i 
A, L.  Fe:rgµ.sgn 
Jack R, 'Il'hQl!lt>f;ll'.Jn 







Will G. Quarle� 
Le9 �illing��er 
Virgil Halfaore 
Dr. w .  T .  Anderson 







B .  L. Pr1Jett 
Lewt� A .  He�nric� 
B �  L, Pr-u,ett 
A. J.  Jaoki:iqn 
H. L. Page 
D .  c • Williamson 
CITY f GALLATIN Sumner.) .... M- 6 ,J .. 13 � sr . 12 31 E:;l.eo � l2 5 Phone 816 












E • W .  Thompson 
John Franklin 
Ottis Kemp 
Robert Neal Durham 
Joe St. Charles 
J .  Cameron Crut9Qer, J�. 
Robert Maddox 
Rutledge Kittrell 
r �  Q .  Brown 













Joe St . Charles 
L 0  D, Hix 
Dr . Vipcent M. Small 
.A. .  B ,  Perkins 
Tommy Witherspoon 
TO'!lllllY Witherspoon 
Mrs , John Brown 
Joe St . Charles. 
TOWN OF *G,ARLAND (Tipton) -W- 157 F Sr. Elec • 3/57 Phone _ 











Ao C o  Rose --�.s- Ald Ben Billings 
J ., L. HE�n1;1ley Ald OlJ.ion Bilderback 
Iva Riley CR Mrs. Louise Leach 
Ivo Shankle CoP Mel Max 
W"'Qill'.'ciw "' Max - .-- rr 'G ]- )  C 0 .1\ J'U�f'.i ;.,T )  J.G.lf'. 1S <': 8GG * "fQ. �'1; .. � c, � :, ,. H - U  • .  +· ·· · � · 
11� 4:�:i;e��k "Route 1 ,  Covington, Tennessee 
TAO eum:;q» 
f W  B.rJ8A 
'l • 1• .flGI'P.J�J, 
v· c .  uo2G 
Co .b Wb T ItJB'X 
C.B 
-22- \iFT 
�·JJ..8 • ro;1T86 I'G 8'C C 
orno;r B i  JqG Lp8'c;c 
8Gu s rn I-IIS:s 
TOWN OF GATES (Lauderdale) -W- 234 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  57 Phone 
Second Tuesday eac :·,month, at Gates Bank and Trust Company 
Mayor R. H .  Williams Ald c. J .  Baker 
Ald E .  G .  Parker , Sr. CR E .  G .  Parker, Sr. 
Ald E .  s .  Cates Tr R. V .  Lilley 
Ald R. v. Lilley CoP C arl Robinson 
GITY OF GATLINBURG (Sevier) -E.- 1,3.01 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . Phone 77 












W .  L .  Mills 
Walter W .  Mynatt 
Elliott D .  Adams 
TOWN OF GEBMANTOWN Shelb 
First Thursday each month, 
Mayor George P .  Friedel 
V-May Boyd Arthur 
Ald J .  F .  Ward, Jr . 
Ald Oliver C .  Anderson 
Ald John w .  O ' Neil . 
Ald Dr. John Carter 








Buford A. Townsend 
W .  B .  Ogle 
Ralph Shilling 
Charles R. Ogle 
Wo B .  Ogle 
Richard Johnston 
Dr.  Ralph Shilling 
-W- 408 F .Yr . 12 1 Elec . 11 6 Phone 41 
: 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Atty Bruce Law 
FC Robert Lanier 
Mar I. T .  Miller 
HOff Dr. E .  T .  Yancy 
ScS John Barnes 
sww Hugh s ;  Ford 
TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 308 F .'Yr. 12/? Elec ; 1/57 Phone 7211 (Bank.).· 
Mayor Max Parker Ald Carthal Hassell 
Ald Frank Hazlewood Ald G .  w .  Jackson 
Ald R. H. Bennett CR 
Ald Joe E .  Cooper CoP Fo  c .  Fly 
Ald s .  R. Bass CD M. D. Tatum 
TOWN OF GLEASON (Weakley) -W- 1,063 F . Yr . 7/1 Elec.5/57 Phone 3011 





J .  L .  Margrave 













TOWN OF GADSDEN (Crqc�ett ) -W:: �55 f .rr.12 jl El�c � 3  � :f?h!�n@ ll lm+€lt ���. 
Third Mopq.ay ea(!n 'mbntP., T 90 · p ; w-� -, · a.-t- ·1,nyo·v 1 §  p:ff:f-c'e ____ _ ·-- -- -· 







�ack It� 'l'f+omp�pn 
Claude\Will��m� 
J� L .  Ari.twine 
c .  E .  Reeyes 
A. L. Fergu�on 







T � El ! l{g€1.�!? 
J � � • J\rrtwine 
Frank Lat;ham 
o �  F ,,  Byr\i 
A, L.  Fe:rgµ.sgn 
Jack R, 'Il'hQl!lt>f;ll'.Jn 







Will G. Quarle� 
Le9 �illing��er 
Virgil Halfaore 
Dr. w .  T .  Anderson 







B .  L. Pr1Jett 
Lewt� A .  He�nric� 
B �  L, Pr-u,ett 
A. J.  Jaoki:iqn 
H. L. Page 
D .  c • Williamson 
CITY f GALLATIN Sumner.) .... M- 6 ,J .. 13 � sr . 12 31 E:;l.eo � l2 5 Phone 816 












E • W .  Thompson 
John Franklin 
Ottis Kemp 
Robert Neal Durham 
Joe St. Charles 
J .  Cameron Crut9Qer, J�. 
Robert Maddox 
Rutledge Kittrell 
r �  Q .  Brown 













Joe St . Charles 
L 0  D, Hix 
Dr . Vipcent M. Small 
.A. .  B ,  Perkins 
Tommy Witherspoon 
TO'!lllllY Witherspoon 
Mrs , John Brown 
Joe St . Charles. 
TOWN OF *G,ARLAND (Tipton) -W- 157 F Sr. Elec • 3/57 Phone _ 











Ao C o  Rose --�.s- Ald Ben Billings 
J ., L. HE�n1;1ley Ald OlJ.ion Bilderback 
Iva Riley CR Mrs. Louise Leach 
Ivo Shankle CoP Mel Max 
W"'Qill'.'ciw "' Max - .-- rr 'G ]- )  C 0 .1\ J'U�f'.i ;.,T )  J.G.lf'. 1S <': 8GG * "fQ. �'1; .. � c, � :, ,. H - U  • .  +· ·· · � · 
11� 4:�:i;e��k "Route 1 ,  Covington, Tennessee 
TAO eum:;q» 
f W  B.rJ8A 
'l • 1• .flGI'P.J�J, 
v· c .  uo2G 
Co .b Wb T ItJB'X 
C.B 
-22- \iFT 
�·JJ..8 • ro;1T86 I'G 8'C C 
orno;r B i  JqG Lp8'c;c 
8Gu s rn I-IIS:s 
TOWN OF GATES (Lauderdale) -W- 234 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  57 Phone 
Second Tuesday eac :·,month, at Gates Bank and Trust Company 
Mayor R. H .  Williams Ald c. J .  Baker 
Ald E .  G .  Parker , Sr. CR E .  G .  Parker, Sr. 
Ald E .  s .  Cates Tr R. V .  Lilley 
Ald R. v. Lilley CoP C arl Robinson 
GITY OF GATLINBURG (Sevier) -E.- 1,3.01 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . Phone 77 












W .  L .  Mills 
Walter W .  Mynatt 
Elliott D .  Adams 
TOWN OF GEBMANTOWN Shelb 
First Thursday each month, 
Mayor George P .  Friedel 
V-May Boyd Arthur 
Ald J .  F .  Ward, Jr . 
Ald Oliver C .  Anderson 
Ald John w .  O ' Neil . 
Ald Dr. John Carter 








Buford A. Townsend 
W .  B .  Ogle 
Ralph Shilling 
Charles R. Ogle 
Wo B .  Ogle 
Richard Johnston 
Dr.  Ralph Shilling 
-W- 408 F .Yr . 12 1 Elec . 11 6 Phone 41 
: 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Atty Bruce Law 
FC Robert Lanier 
Mar I. T .  Miller 
HOff Dr. E .  T .  Yancy 
ScS John Barnes 
sww Hugh s ;  Ford 
TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 308 F .'Yr. 12/? Elec ; 1/57 Phone 7211 (Bank.).· 
Mayor Max Parker Ald Carthal Hassell 
Ald Frank Hazlewood Ald G .  w .  Jackson 
Ald R. H. Bennett CR 
Ald Joe E .  Cooper CoP Fo  c .  Fly 
Ald s .  R. Bass CD M. D. Tatum 
TOWN OF GLEASON (Weakley) -W- 1,063 F . Yr . 7/1 Elec.5/57 Phone 3011 





J .  L .  Margrave 













TOWN OF GORDONSVILLE (Smith) -E- 304 F .Yr .9/1 Elec .8/56 Phone 





Roy I .  McDonald 









TOWN .OF GRAND JUNCTION (Hardeman) -W- 477 F .Yr. Elec . 1/56 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 � 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor J. Simon Smith CR Harvard Pope 
Ald Eddie Dixon Atty Alan M. Prewitt , Jr . 
Ald Bernai:d Boals FC Eddie Dixon 
Ald William Pope Newton sww Pugh Patterson 
Ald Wilson Dunn WBCh Homer L .  Hess ,  Sr .  
Ald John Ayres Mar C .  H. Dowdy 
Ald Harvard Pope 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE (Rhea) -E- 8�0 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . Phone 45 or 46 
First l\bnday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Graysvilie Garage 
Mayor Joe Powell CR Jewell Smith 
V-May T .  O .  Cox Tr S. F. Hoover 
Ald Nick Crowe Mar Paul Gordon 
Ald Fred Abston Atty Harold S .  Duncan 
Ald Earl Nail SS Preston Young 
Ald W .  L .  Crawley sww Jewell Smith 
Ald Preston Young 
TOWN. OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M- 890 F .Yr .9/1 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Phone 2673 
Mayor · Robert Crawford CR-Jg w. H.  Savage 
Ald Charles Sanders Tr J .  T .  Williams 
Ald Maurice Hackney Atty Charles Willett 
Ald Charles L .  Fisher CoP Frank Sanders 
Ald E .  W. Bottoms SS Maurice Hackney 
Ald Don Williams sww J.  T .  Williams 
Ald Rube rt Farmer TA Herbert Savage 
Clk Harry Wilkerson CD James Whitlow 
-24-
, .; 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE�Greene ) -E-8,721 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 6/56 Phone 5212 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at Town Hall 
Mayor Clark M. Kiser Eng Ollie Jaynes 
Ald E .  D .  Fry FC Kenneth Roberts 
Ald Clark Harrison PBCh E o  D .  Fry 
Ald Wm. C .  Masengill PC Ch James W. Hardin 
Ald Ear:\- Smith ScS M. Lo Pinkston 
CR Wo D • . Guinn SS Kenneth Roberts 
Atty B. B •. Fraker sww William R .  McAmis 
Jg o .  c .. Armitage CoP A. L .  Shepherd 
EDMgr A. Ho Leonard CD James W .  Hardin 
TA-BI Guymon Broyles 
TOWN OF GREENFIELD (Weakl�) -W- 1,706 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Phone 3131 
Mayor Conyer T .  Rawls Coun Robert Caudle 
V-May Tom Cannon CR-Clk 
Coun Carey Swain Atty B .  }3. Harris 
Coun Harold Moseley CoP B .  N. Sullivan 
Coun Derrell Light FC Bill Dudley 
Coun Maurice Belew SS W. E .  Morris 
Coun Bill Dudley sww Herman Coats 
Coun Joseph Barton CD W. H. Dudley 
�OWN OF HALLS (Lauderdale ) -W- l,808 F .Yr.5/31 Elec . 5/57 Phone 2121 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May-August 
Mayor Jerre Jordan Mar R. P .  Hopkins 
Ald D .  E o  Walker Mar J·. K. Goodson 
Ald Lynn Vaden SG-SWW Joe Cly41,.e Escue 
Ald p..,, H. Henderson, .Tr. FC W. H .  Woodley 
Ald J. Lo Carnell TA I . · A. Nunn 
Ald John ltiore SS J. C � Escue 
Ald L .  E .  Crihf'ield, Jr. CD Fo w. Hurt 
CR Mrs . Joe Hurt 
CITY OF HARRIMAN (Roane ) -E- 61389 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .  Phone . 164 


















. H . A ,  Dillard 
Mrs . Neva J .  Brown 
.
. 1 .  G.  Lewis 
L .  E .  Ladd 
,•.• 
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First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May-August 
Mayor Jerre Jordan Mar R. P .  Hopkins 
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CITY OF HARRIMAN (Roane ) -E- 61389 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .  Phone . 164 


















. H . A ,  Dillard 
Mrs . Neva J .  Brown 
.
. 1 .  G.  Lewis 
L .  E .  Ladd 





C .  E .  Perkins 
Neil S .  Sheilds 
A. G. Stuehser 
Willard Kittrell , Jr.  
W.  B.  Stout 




CD C .  B. Flora 
ScS C .  R. Black 
TOWN OF HARI'SVILLE (Trousd.ale ) - M-1,130 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 10/55 Phone Drake 
�2n6 · 
First Tuesday after first M::>nday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at Clerk ' s  office 





Tom Price Thompson 
Gayle Gregory 
W .  J. Vance 
Jame s U .  Crenshaw 
TOWN OF HENDERSON (Chester) 
Second Thursday each month, 
Mayor E .  B .  Gardner 
Ald Tal Enoch 
Ald Paul Arendall 
Ald Gus Bolen 
Ald Joe Simmons 
. Ald Howard Mitchell 
Ald Carlton l'©rton 
C R  Lyman Cook 
CoP Sam J .  Gregory 
FC Ernest Sanford 
SS=SWW Grover T .  Lentz 
WBCh Edwin N .  Reese 
-W- .2,532 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 9/56 Phone 
7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Atty Willard E .  Smith 
CoP Luthe r Scott 
FC E .  E .  Peddy 
BI B .  c .  Dees 
ss-sww A. R .  Orr 
Eng A. R .  Orr 
Jg E .  B .  Gardne r 
CD w .  M. Mc Callum 
2201 
TOWN OF EEJl.'NI:lll'G (La1.iderdale ) -W- 493 F .Yr . 4/30 Elec . 5/57 Phone 2952 







C .  J.  McFarlin 
Earl Grave s 
J .  W. Hickman 
,J. M. Jacobs 
J·ohn Thompson 






R. H. Scates 
S .  C • Anthony 
Jas . A .  Boyd 
J. M. Jacobs 
C .  S. C rave r 
TOWN OF �RY (Henri) -W- 200 F . Yr . 5/lst . Sat . Elec . 5/57 Phone 







C .  W .  Tucker 






C .  No Wright 
R .  Ray Cox 
Marvin Wright 
W .  E .  Thorne 
TOWN OF HICKORY VALLEY(Hardeman ) -W-160 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 8/56 Phone 2504 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Hickory Valley School 
Mayor John Oldham Ald Joe Lax 
Ald Thomas Fawcett Ald W .  O .  Davis 
Ald J .  R.  Powell Clk Robert Haralson 
Ald B .  T .' Lake Mar Joe Martin 
Ald D� F. Davis 
CITY OF HOHENWALD (Lewi s )  -M- 1,703 F .Y r . 6/30 E le c . 5/59 Phone 3131 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor W .  C .  Keaton Eng w. G .  Darden 
V-May Dol Willis FC c. A .  Ricketts 
Coun Paul Burklow HOff Dr. W .  E • Boyce 
Coun Dr. I .  G .  Hurt Clk Ford Turnbow 
Coun Clyde Black TA R. c. Spann 
CR-Jg R .  C .  Spann Mar w. A. Bate s 
Tr c .  A. Ricketts SS-SWW R. c. Spann 
Atty D .  D .  Humphreys , Jr . CD E .  M. Adcox 
TOWN OF HOLLOW ROCK (Carroll ) -W- 397 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec .8/�5 Phone Bruceton 
2551 
First Monday each month, 8 : 00 p . m. , at American Legion Hall 
Mayor R .  H .  Buckley Ald Ge rald Patterson 
Ald A .  A .  Talbert Sec J. L .  Lowry 
Ald J. L.  Lowry sww J .  L .  Williams 
Ald Lloyd Bennett Atty J. L.  Taylor 
Ald Roy Myers 





Ralph C .  White 
D .  L .  Blackley 








Jame s Cunningham 
Bomar Clemmons 
TOWN OF HORNS.BY (Hardeman ) -W- 280 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 1/56 Phone 
Third Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at C ity Hall 
Mayor W .  E .  Marshall Ald H .  s .  McClintock 
Ald Buford Kirk Ald Amon Fry 
Ald c. M. Jernigan Ald Joe Johnson 
Ald H .  M. Milstead CR H. S .  McClintock 
Ald M. E .  Smith CoP R. H .  Hodge 
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CITY OF � (�-�?�ol!.)-�71)+261:._�Yr • .12/?� Elec_?.2:§12.!_ Phone 1366 1 1367 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m.. 7 at Mayor ' s  office 
Offices  close Saturclay all day, all year 
Mayor Dan S .  Tuttle Acct Taylor E .  Cress 
Ald ,Tohn Stovall Atty James D .  Senter, Jr . 
Ald Gra�iy Bar:nett CoP Luther Ellison 
Ald Parke r Williams FC R.  I .  Grace 
Ald A. x .  Hurtt ScS w. E .  Wilson 
Ald Barthel Gray SS .R .  D • GOl)d.rich 
Glk Miss An::iie Lou Cox ED Mgr L. E .  Lam 
Tr G. E .  Mc Dearmon sww L .  E .  Lam 
TA-BI Murray A .  Lewis CD Rou.sto:n. Bennett 
!9.¥N oy ]f���D:��I.�ON_k��!.�_gl_ -W� 2J04J_.E._��---- .!!-�ec . 3j56 Phone 2212 Second Tuesd.a;y each month, '7 � 30 p .m. , at City Rall 
























Robert M. Murray 
Roy Douglas 
WaldG·n Pritchard 
D .  B .  ErDchs 
Dr . Fre<l H. Eogan 
w. :Poe Ma,dflOX 
1.rom. Gree11e 
Kem1eth Martin 
Ray Mo J"o hr�snr.: 
Tom J .  !v'JOt: low 





Wo F. Voss 
B .  .F' 0 Graves 
Wo F .  "\T'.)SS 
w .  E .  Leech 
Hobert M9.:i.!Drd 
J{ .  w .  Meeks 
George Smith 
w .  ti' -· . Voss 
-28c-• 
Clk Mrs . Argenia B .  Gill 
CR-Jg w .  I .  Pri.tchard 
Atty w .  II .  Lassiter 
CoP George Hobbs 
:Fe Arthur lt'uller 
SS Frank Croc.kett 












Eng D. W .  Al en 
FC Ben L .  Warlich 
ScS D. E .  Ray 
SWW J .  L .  Danuiels 
Jg Donald Weaver 
L:Lb Sara Me sner 
·:rA Roy Davis 
BI w .  H .  Hearn 
CD Dr. H .  E .  Carrick 
\ 
TOWN OF JAMESTOWN (Fentress) -M- 2,115 F .Yr.12/31 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Phone 79 
Mayor P.  G .  Crooks Atty Will R .  Storie 
Ald w .  H. Allred FC Joe McCamish 
Ald o. G. Duncan Mar Horace Copeland 
Ald Onie E • Chapman sww Cody Hamond 
Ald J. T. Letbetter SS G .  G. Rich 
Ald o .  L. Dalton CD Luther M. York 
CR F .  w. Smith 
TOWN OF JEFFERSON CITY(Jefferson) -E-3,633 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/57 Phone 3115 





W. A. Bowen 
W. T .  Graham 
A. R. Sloan 
O .  Wo Farris 
CITY OF JELLICO (Campbell) 
First Thursday each month, 
Mayor Melvin S .  Sturm 
Ald William A .  Beever 
Ald Robert L .  Hicks 
Ald L.  M. Sharp 
Ald Jack Wilson 
Ald Horace Leach 
Ald Morris Trammel 









-E- 2,602 F .Yr.12/31 Elec .1/56 Phone 
7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Atty H. K.  Tramell 
CoP Iria M. Timmins 
FC Bill Deuel 
PB Ch J. w .  Bealle 
SU J. H. Scott 
SS L .  M. Sharp 
EDMgr J. H .  Scott 
CD Jim Frank Petrey 
74w 
�TY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E-27,973 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/57 Phone 11 
First and third Thursdays each month ,  7 : 30 p .mo , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Guy Blackwell HO ff Thomas D .  Link 
V-May Carl A. Johnson EDMgr C .  F .  Stine 
Comm Sam R .  Taylor PC Ch William H. Qualls 
Comm David Walker PI B .  P.  Cecil 
Comm Travis Kinkead ScS John F. Arrants 
Mgr E .  J. Quillen SP Howard Johnson 
Atty George F .  Brandt SS Robert L .  Jobe 
CR-Tr ,J . Calvin Guthrie Jg Oris D .  Hyder 
CoP Carl Wilkinson Eng W. V .  Ricker 
BI B .  P .  Cecil sww Perry B .  Therrell 
FC L.  L. Geisler CD 
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CITY OF � (�-�?�ol!.)-�71)+261:._�Yr • .12/?� Elec_?.2:§12.!_ Phone 1366 1 1367 
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Ald Gra�iy Bar:nett CoP Luther Ellison 
Ald Parke r Williams FC R.  I .  Grace 
Ald A. x .  Hurtt ScS w. E .  Wilson 
Ald Barthel Gray SS .R .  D • GOl)d.rich 
Glk Miss An::iie Lou Cox ED Mgr L. E .  Lam 
Tr G. E .  Mc Dearmon sww L .  E .  Lam 
TA-BI Murray A .  Lewis CD Rou.sto:n. Bennett 
!9.¥N oy ]f���D:��I.�ON_k��!.�_gl_ -W� 2J04J_.E._��---- .!!-�ec . 3j56 Phone 2212 Second Tuesd.a;y each month, '7 � 30 p .m. , at City Rall 
























Robert M. Murray 
Roy Douglas 
WaldG·n Pritchard 
D .  B .  ErDchs 
Dr . Fre<l H. Eogan 
w. :Poe Ma,dflOX 
1.rom. Gree11e 
Kem1eth Martin 
Ray Mo J"o hr�snr.: 
Tom J .  !v'JOt: low 





Wo F. Voss 
B .  .F' 0 Graves 
Wo F .  "\T'.)SS 
w .  E .  Leech 
Hobert M9.:i.!Drd 
J{ .  w .  Meeks 
George Smith 
w .  ti' -· . Voss 
-28c-• 
Clk Mrs . Argenia B .  Gill 
CR-Jg w .  I .  Pri.tchard 
Atty w .  II .  Lassiter 
CoP George Hobbs 
:Fe Arthur lt'uller 
SS Frank Croc.kett 












Eng D. W .  Al en 
FC Ben L .  Warlich 
ScS D. E .  Ray 
SWW J .  L .  Danuiels 
Jg Donald Weaver 
L:Lb Sara Me sner 
·:rA Roy Davis 
BI w .  H .  Hearn 
CD Dr. H .  E .  Carrick 
\ 
TOWN OF JAMESTOWN (Fentress) -M- 2,115 F .Yr.12/31 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Phone 79 
Mayor P.  G .  Crooks Atty Will R .  Storie 
Ald w .  H. Allred FC Joe McCamish 
Ald o. G. Duncan Mar Horace Copeland 
Ald Onie E • Chapman sww Cody Hamond 
Ald J. T. Letbetter SS G .  G. Rich 
Ald o .  L. Dalton CD Luther M. York 
CR F .  w. Smith 
TOWN OF JEFFERSON CITY(Jefferson) -E-3,633 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/57 Phone 3115 





W. A. Bowen 
W. T .  Graham 
A. R. Sloan 
O .  Wo Farris 
CITY OF JELLICO (Campbell) 
First Thursday each month, 
Mayor Melvin S .  Sturm 
Ald William A .  Beever 
Ald Robert L .  Hicks 
Ald L.  M. Sharp 
Ald Jack Wilson 
Ald Horace Leach 
Ald Morris Trammel 









-E- 2,602 F .Yr.12/31 Elec .1/56 Phone 
7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Atty H. K.  Tramell 
CoP Iria M. Timmins 
FC Bill Deuel 
PB Ch J. w .  Bealle 
SU J. H. Scott 
SS L .  M. Sharp 
EDMgr J. H .  Scott 
CD Jim Frank Petrey 
74w 
�TY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E-27,973 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/57 Phone 11 
First and third Thursdays each month ,  7 : 30 p .mo , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Guy Blackwell HO ff Thomas D .  Link 
V-May Carl A. Johnson EDMgr C .  F .  Stine 
Comm Sam R .  Taylor PC Ch William H. Qualls 
Comm David Walker PI B .  P.  Cecil 
Comm Travis Kinkead ScS John F. Arrants 
Mgr E .  J. Quillen SP Howard Johnson 
Atty George F .  Brandt SS Robert L .  Jobe 
CR-Tr ,J . Calvin Guthrie Jg Oris D .  Hyder 
CoP Carl Wilkinson Eng W. V .  Ricker 
BI B .  P .  Cecil sww Perry B .  Therrell 
FC L.  L. Geisler CD 
-29-
Mayor Robert M. May CR-Jg . .  R. Pierce 
Ald D .  R. Byrd r.:;oP 
Ald Chas . B .  Deakins FC Grady Smith 
Ald A. s .  Mille r SS -SWW R. N. Runion 
Ald Wo C o  Allison CD John C .  C loyd 
(Gib.son & 
TOWN OF KEi�.;oN Obion) ·-W- 899 F ol'r'!.§/�30�1�-· ---- l:.)h.:;.:;o:..::.n.:;.:;e __ ___ _ 
F-irst -Tue sday· each mon�h, 7 : 30 p .m. � at C:: i:ty Hall 
Offices open first 15 da�rs of each m0:>:1th, closed remainde r of month 
Mayor R .  !' �:�ilghm.an CR A. :F 0 Newmon V o  
Ald Ray }l;ll.omon CoP B .  L o  Mullins 
Ala. Tom W. Wade J<'C Ray Hollomon 
Ald A. L. Reeves SS 
Ald lf.iark Shet z  sww R. D. Story 
Ald Joe M. Warren Jg J"o Mo De Bow 
Ald Mrs . Callie Bess - )gle 
9J;..�_!l!�0��C�J.' _(�_ul li "a:-1 .) �--:}-.2.;._6Q.2_}' .��r��_3J:_Elec .6)5:7 Ppone C�- 5 - 5131 
First a:ad third T u.esd.ays each mo:r:;t h ,  7 :00 p . m. , at Munic ipal Build1.ng 
Offices close Sa.tarday all day 
Mayo r Miltei!1 :)eVault E".�.o.g s. K. Addington 
V-May E .  G .  Guenther BI s .  Ko Jones 
Ald. L .  F .  Gregory F8 c .  M. .Kem1.er 
Ald. w .  B • .  Greene p:.;c;i Jame s Edwards 
JUd Ga.rla:<:>.d. Caseell ScS Dana F .  Swick 
Mgr D .  w. Mrm:l:ton SS Roy Orilrn 
C R  J. R. Peckta.l ,Jg M. Lacy West 
Atty Marvin Parsens Lib Kenneth Duchac 
CoP G .  w. Fletcher sww Mo L o  West 
DPW Mo L .  West CD Max v Parke r -'- 0 
T<?!lli OF KTNGS'I��SRoac�J:.E:lJ_.§27 F .Y r .£j:3Q_. E)33-:c.°6bJ Phc.ne Hardman 5871 





James P. Angli;:1 
Ear.1 L .  Loop 
Ald Go W. Brr:vd.e r 
Ald J .  C o  Park.e r 
Ald Dr. Kat Sugarman 
Ald. H. Pa.rk.s 









Ste rling Robe rts 
C arl Miller 
R. '1.1 0  Ro se 
R . •  Ho Crowde r 
Ro T .  Rose 
Ro R. :Baxte r 
f:_!TY OF KNOXVILLE lli�x) -E- 124 ,769 F .Yr. 12/Jl Elec .11/55 Phone 3-2151 
Every other Tue sday, 7 :30 p .m. , at Council Chamber in City Hall 






















U .  G. Turner 
Nicholson Melian 
Max Friedman 
J .  s .  Cooper 
John T .  O 'Connor 
W .  Ho Stapleton 
Clarence Blackburn 
Joe K1.m.sey 
Wo H. Stapleton 
M9.:x Morrison 
Bo C .  Barke r 
Leonard C .  Bailey 
Ben R .  Engla\ld 
Art C .  Bozeman 






Harold C .  Warne r 
D r .  W .  H. Enne is 
Charles O. Currier 
Jame s E • .  McDonald 
Frank White 
ScS Thomas N. Johnston 
Jg Charles Kelley 
L:i.b Miss Helen M. Harris 
TA John R. Boring 
SS W .  Do Harralson 
SSP James W .  Whisman , Jr. 
Knoxville Utilities Board 
Chm Jo H .  Anderson 
GenMgr M .  B. Whitaker 
SAccts R. W. Mathiason 
SElec c .  E .  Tarwater 
SGas P .  B .  Winchel 
SWater C .  E .  Eubanks 
TOWN OF LAFAYET�J�con) :!:!- 1,195 F .Yr . 6/1 Elec . 5/56 Phone Nortb'.'-60:2215 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Mayor Burford R. Toole y CR w. G. De Weese 
V�"May C o  R .  Jent Atty c .  R. Jent 
C0un Billy D .  Carter CoP Herl.on Cox 
Coun Robt . White 8S-SWW w .  · G .  Deweese 
Coun Hazel Goodman FC F .  O .  Harris 
Coun B .  D .  Polston CD A. Lo West 
Coun Lee Waldron 
CITY OF LAFOLLE1rTE (Campbell)_:-E - 5 z 797 F .Yr. 9/31 Elec . 11/5 5 Phone 62G 
First Monday each monthj 7 : 30 p .m. , at Mu..11.ic ipal Building 








R. C .  Alley 
Dr. Ro C • .Pryse 
M. :!I. o Scott 
Albert Irwin 
W. Ho Parrott 
Rugh Heatl1erly 








w. M. Chapman 
Sm:i!th Rea 
G o  Ho Lovely 
Albert Overbay 
David Roge rs 
Dr. J. W. Presley 
Mayor Robert M. May CR-Jg . .  R. Pierce 
Ald D .  R. Byrd r.:;oP 
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TOWN OF KEi�.;oN Obion) ·-W- 899 F ol'r'!.§/�30�1�-· ---- l:.)h.:;.:;o:..::.n.:;.:;e __ ___ _ 
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Offices open first 15 da�rs of each m0:>:1th, closed remainde r of month 
Mayor R .  !' �:�ilghm.an CR A. :F 0 Newmon V o  
Ald Ray }l;ll.omon CoP B .  L o  Mullins 
Ala. Tom W. Wade J<'C Ray Hollomon 
Ald A. L. Reeves SS 
Ald lf.iark Shet z  sww R. D. Story 
Ald Joe M. Warren Jg J"o Mo De Bow 
Ald Mrs . Callie Bess - )gle 
9J;..�_!l!�0��C�J.' _(�_ul li "a:-1 .) �--:}-.2.;._6Q.2_}' .��r��_3J:_Elec .6)5:7 Ppone C�- 5 - 5131 
First a:ad third T u.esd.ays each mo:r:;t h ,  7 :00 p . m. , at Munic ipal Build1.ng 
Offices close Sa.tarday all day 
Mayo r Miltei!1 :)eVault E".�.o.g s. K. Addington 
V-May E .  G .  Guenther BI s .  Ko Jones 
Ald. L .  F .  Gregory F8 c .  M. .Kem1.er 
Ald. w .  B • .  Greene p:.;c;i Jame s Edwards 
JUd Ga.rla:<:>.d. Caseell ScS Dana F .  Swick 
Mgr D .  w. Mrm:l:ton SS Roy Orilrn 
C R  J. R. Peckta.l ,Jg M. Lacy West 
Atty Marvin Parsens Lib Kenneth Duchac 
CoP G .  w. Fletcher sww Mo L o  West 
DPW Mo L .  West CD Max v Parke r -'- 0 
T<?!lli OF KTNGS'I��SRoac�J:.E:lJ_.§27 F .Y r .£j:3Q_. E)33-:c.°6bJ Phc.ne Hardman 5871 





James P. Angli;:1 
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Ald Go W. Brr:vd.e r 
Ald J .  C o  Park.e r 
Ald Dr. Kat Sugarman 
Ald. H. Pa.rk.s 









Ste rling Robe rts 
C arl Miller 
R. '1.1 0  Ro se 
R . •  Ho Crowde r 
Ro T .  Rose 
Ro R. :Baxte r 
f:_!TY OF KNOXVILLE lli�x) -E- 124 ,769 F .Yr. 12/Jl Elec .11/55 Phone 3-2151 
Every other Tue sday, 7 :30 p .m. , at Council Chamber in City Hall 






















U .  G. Turner 
Nicholson Melian 
Max Friedman 
J .  s .  Cooper 
John T .  O 'Connor 
W .  Ho Stapleton 
Clarence Blackburn 
Joe K1.m.sey 
Wo H. Stapleton 
M9.:x Morrison 
Bo C .  Barke r 
Leonard C .  Bailey 
Ben R .  Engla\ld 
Art C .  Bozeman 






Harold C .  Warne r 
D r .  W .  H. Enne is 
Charles O. Currier 
Jame s E • .  McDonald 
Frank White 
ScS Thomas N. Johnston 
Jg Charles Kelley 
L:i.b Miss Helen M. Harris 
TA John R. Boring 
SS W .  Do Harralson 
SSP James W .  Whisman , Jr. 
Knoxville Utilities Board 
Chm Jo H .  Anderson 
GenMgr M .  B. Whitaker 
SAccts R. W. Mathiason 
SElec c .  E .  Tarwater 
SGas P .  B .  Winchel 
SWater C .  E .  Eubanks 
TOWN OF LAFAYET�J�con) :!:!- 1,195 F .Yr . 6/1 Elec . 5/56 Phone Nortb'.'-60:2215 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Mayor Burford R. Toole y CR w. G. De Weese 
V�"May C o  R .  Jent Atty c .  R. Jent 
C0un Billy D .  Carter CoP Herl.on Cox 
Coun Robt . White 8S-SWW w .  · G .  Deweese 
Coun Hazel Goodman FC F .  O .  Harris 
Coun B .  D .  Polston CD A. Lo West 
Coun Lee Waldron 
CITY OF LAFOLLE1rTE (Campbell)_:-E - 5 z 797 F .Yr. 9/31 Elec . 11/5 5 Phone 62G 
First Monday each monthj 7 : 30 p .m. , at Mu..11.ic ipal Building 








R. C .  Alley 
Dr. Ro C • .Pryse 
M. :!I. o Scott 
Albert Irwin 
W. Ho Parrott 
Rugh Heatl1erly 








w. M. Chapman 
Sm:i!th Rea 
G o  Ho Lovely 
Albert Overbay 
David Roge rs 
Dr. J. W. Presley 
TOWN OF LA GRANGE Fa ette) -W- 241 F .Yr . Elec .11 56 Phone 
First Monday each month, : 00 p.m. , at Burch ' s  Building 
Mayor William B .  Cowen 
Ald Bern�rd Franklin 
Ald Jim eowen 
Ald John McNeil 






R. B .  Pankey 
Allen H. Cogbill 
J .  F .  Davenport 
TOWN OF LAKE CITY Anderson) -E- 1 827 F .Y r . 12 31 Elec . 10 55  Phone 3311 
Second Monday each month, :00 p . m . , at C ity Hall 
Mayor H .  B .  Watts CR-Jg J .  A. Riggs 
Comm Raymond Adkins CoP J. P .  Cruze 
Comm Dr . R. B. Scott FC C .  F .  Bennett 
Comm James E .  Lawson SS Theodore Foust 
Comm E .  O.  Cooper sww Leonard Miller 
Comm Paul U .  Martin CD Siegel Kitts 
Comm Jesse E .  Rogers 
4450 CITY OF LAW�NCEBURG (Lawrence) -M- 5,442 F.Y r .e/36 Elec . 5/59 Ph�ne 










Dr . M. L. Lumpkins 
H. A. Mathis 
w .  c .  Powell 
Wm. E .  Boston 
Grady If. Carrc;>,11 
Lester H .  Bone 
John F .  Morrison 










D. H. Truitt 
James T .  Moore, Jr. 
Dr . J .  W .  Danley 
M. M. Richardson 
J.  W. Daniels 
Ira Johnson 
Mrs . H .  D. Derrick 
James Moore 
TOWN OF LEBANON (Wilson) -M- 8,253 F .Yr. Elec . 10/55 Phone 234 












William D .  Baird 
Roll 0 .  Reich 
W .  R .  Singleton 
W. H .,tMB.a.dox 
J .  If .  Rushing 
R. B. McConnell 
Thomas E • Hinson 
Albert Taylor 
Dal.las Youn_g 
'.l.:"t:i.OL'e.s • f.� . F:)_nson 













O .  F.  Williams, Jr . 
R. B .  McConnell 
W. E. \)·t,�"ne 
R. B.  McConnell 
T .  H. Phelan 
Joe Atkinson 
Jesse Coe 
John J. Mart:.'..n ,  Sr . 
Harrell Meadors 
. �n T ., Davis ··� 
CITY OF LENOIR CITY (Loudon) -E- 5 ,  159 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 12/56 Phone 85 
Second and fourth Mondays each month, 7:00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor Guy F .  Tallent Atty M. G .  Goodwin 
Ald J. M. Stafford CoP Osborne Allen 
Ald E .  R .  Blackburn FC J. s .  Huffman 
Ald Horace Brooks ScS J. Guy Buckr::,-r 
Ald Nathin Tinder EDMgr Lester C .  Brabson 
Ald Joe Tallent SU Lester C .  Brabson 
CR-Jg H. C .  Foster Lib Mrs . T. E .  Mills 
Tr S .  H.  Smith CD G. W. Spears 
.CITY OF LEWISBURG (Marshall) -M- 5,312 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/57 Phone 975 
First Friday each month, 7:30 p.m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor J 0 :e .  McBride FC Stanley Boren 
Comm C .  E .  Duncan PC Ch W. c .  Davis, Jr . 
Comui Co lie L .  Hamlin PBCh Monroe Carter 
CR-Jg J. w .  Arbuckle SG Kenneth L .  Brown 
. Atty Jones & Wallace SS Lloyd Eldridge 
CoP George Baxter sww Dick Davis 
EDMgr F .  H .  Minturn CD Allen Henderson 
TOWN OF LEXINGT��-
(He�derson )  -W- 3,566 F .Yr . 9/30 Elec . 9/55 Phone 2701 











E. W .  Essary, Jr . 
Herbert Davis 
Wyatt Threadgill 
H. E .  Baker 
Sam Lewis 
W. L .  Barry 
Joe V .  Holmes 
H .  B. Bagwell 
TOWN OF LIBERI'Y (De Kalb) 
Mayor G .  c. Evans 
Ald v .  L.  Cook 
Ald E .  D .  Givans 


















w .  P .  Veteto 
Clelling Jowers 
H .  B.  Austin 
Clyde Reeves 
Elec •· Phone 
w .  L.  Hobson 
w. E .  Robinson 
� 
TOWN OF LA GRANGE Fa ette) -W- 241 F .Yr . Elec .11 56 Phone 
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'.l.:"t:i.OL'e.s • f.� . F:)_nson 
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CITY OF LENOIR CITY (Loudon) -E- 5 ,  159 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 12/56 Phone 85 
Second and fourth Mondays each month, 7:00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor Guy F .  Tallent Atty M. G .  Goodwin 
Ald J. M. Stafford CoP Osborne Allen 
Ald E .  R .  Blackburn FC J. s .  Huffman 
Ald Horace Brooks ScS J. Guy Buckr::,-r 
Ald Nathin Tinder EDMgr Lester C .  Brabson 
Ald Joe Tallent SU Lester C .  Brabson 
CR-Jg H. C .  Foster Lib Mrs . T. E .  Mills 
Tr S .  H.  Smith CD G. W. Spears 
.CITY OF LEWISBURG (Marshall) -M- 5,312 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/57 Phone 975 
First Friday each month, 7:30 p.m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor J 0 :e .  McBride FC Stanley Boren 
Comm C .  E .  Duncan PC Ch W. c .  Davis, Jr . 
Comui Co lie L .  Hamlin PBCh Monroe Carter 
CR-Jg J. w .  Arbuckle SG Kenneth L .  Brown 
. Atty Jones & Wallace SS Lloyd Eldridge 
CoP George Baxter sww Dick Davis 
EDMgr F .  H .  Minturn CD Allen Henderson 
TOWN OF LEXINGT��-
(He�derson )  -W- 3,566 F .Yr . 9/30 Elec . 9/55 Phone 2701 











E. W .  Essary, Jr . 
Herbert Davis 
Wyatt Threadgill 
H. E .  Baker 
Sam Lewis 
W. L .  Barry 
Joe V .  Holmes 
H .  B. Bagwell 
TOWN OF LIBERI'Y (De Kalb) 
Mayor G .  c. Evans 
Ald v .  L.  Cook 
Ald E .  D .  Givans 


















w .  P .  Veteto 
Clelling Jowers 
H .  B.  Austin 
Clyde Reeves 
Elec •· Phone 
w .  L.  Hobson 
w. E .  Robinson 
� 
TOWN OF LINDEN (Perry) -W- 854. F oYr .l2/31 Elec .12/56 Phone 2434 
First- MonCl.ay each month ,  7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Jack S .  Daniel Ald Jo Y .  Deere 
Ald J.  R. j-ordan Ald H.  c .  Stark , Jr. 
Ald w. Jo Etiwards CR Arve lle Ezelle 
Ald Harold Savage Atty 'rhomas Harris 
Ald F. Bo Culp SS Howard Williams 
TOWN OF LIVINGSr:I'QN (Overton) -M- 2 , 316 F .Yr&31 Elec .6/56 Phone 1 
First Monday each month ) 7 :  30 p .  m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wea.:nesd.ay afternoon, all year 
Mayor Arlice Il;"Jdges Atty Millard Oakley 
Ala. Alva Fisk CR Arlice Hodges 
Alrl E .  Bo  Gray, Jr. Clk Mrs . Arlice Hodges 
Ald Gradis Winningham CoP Benton McMillin 
Ald. Robert Lewis Oakley FC E .  B .  Gray, Jr. 
Ald G·�i:y Cope land sww E .  s .  Pryor 
Ald Clarence Davi.s SS Rhesa B .  Hawkins 
TOWN OF LOOKOUJ' MDTJN'J'AIN (Hamilton) ·-E- 1,675 F .Yr .7/31 Elec .7/56 Phone 
'.fA1315f--- ----·-----· 
. 
First '.I'uesrlay each month , 4 : 00 p.m. , at Town Hall 
Mayor .J o B .  Frierson, Jr . CR Wm. G .  Brown 
V-May Robt . L .  Maclellan Tr John B .  Crimmins 
Comm P. H .  Wood Atty Folts , Brammer,  Bishop & 
Coram II. 1" 0 Se!;ter Thomas 
Comm .John B .  Crimmins SS J .  H .  Mc Brien 
Clk P .  II � Woo<J_ FC c. w .  Broad_water 
CoP c 0 . w 0 Broadwater 






0 .  S .  Beecham 
Joh:.'1. Ne id..ert 





Hiram W. Hol.tsford 
CITY OF LOUDON (Loudon) -E- 3,567 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/57 Phone 2202 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Ivo Sanders FC Charles Varner,  
Comm A. C .  Dukes SS J.  N .  Purdy, Jr. 
Comm Dr . W.  T .  Mc Peake sww Otis Purdy 
CR-Jg J. N. Purty, Jr . EDMgr I .  H. Watson 
Atty S .  P .  Dannell CD Homer A. Newman 
CoP Bud Sewell 
TOWN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore )  -M- 401 F .Yr .9/1 Elec •8/56 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Courthouse 
Mayor Don D .  Bobo HO ff Dr . F .  H.  Booher 
Comm Roy H .  Parks,  Jr. sww Conner Motlow 
Comm Carl Copeland TA Lacy Hobbs 
CR Roy H .  Parks , Jr . CD R. E .  Ervin 
CoP Thomas Wiseman 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles )  -M- 356 F .-Yr .3/31 Elec .4/57 Phone 





L .  S .  Renfro 
Thomas Hardison 






S .  R .  Irwin 
J. M. Shores 
Grady Head 
H. Ho  Estes 
Jr. 
CITY OF McEWEN (Humphreys ) -M� 710 F .Yr.6/2nd Tue . Elec . 5/57 Phone 180 






C .  R .  McCord 
John Lehman 
Floyd Hand 
Ald J. E .  May 
Ald W .  H .  Ridings 
CR�Sec John Lehman 
Mar L .  H. Winstead 
CITY OF McKENZIE (Carroll) -W- 3,774 F .Yr .2/�8 Elec .2/56 Phone 2264 















H. B .  Scarborough 
Sam McCr�in 
Harold Crawford 
TOWN OF LINDEN (Perry) -W- 854. F oYr .l2/31 Elec .12/56 Phone 2434 
First- MonCl.ay each month ,  7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Jack S .  Daniel Ald Jo Y .  Deere 
Ald J.  R. j-ordan Ald H.  c .  Stark , Jr. 
Ald w. Jo Etiwards CR Arve lle Ezelle 
Ald Harold Savage Atty 'rhomas Harris 
Ald F. Bo Culp SS Howard Williams 
TOWN OF LIVINGSr:I'QN (Overton) -M- 2 , 316 F .Yr&31 Elec .6/56 Phone 1 
First Monday each month ) 7 :  30 p .  m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wea.:nesd.ay afternoon, all year 
Mayor Arlice Il;"Jdges Atty Millard Oakley 
Ala. Alva Fisk CR Arlice Hodges 
Alrl E .  Bo  Gray, Jr. Clk Mrs . Arlice Hodges 
Ald Gradis Winningham CoP Benton McMillin 
Ald. Robert Lewis Oakley FC E .  B .  Gray, Jr. 
Ald G·�i:y Cope land sww E .  s .  Pryor 
Ald Clarence Davi.s SS Rhesa B .  Hawkins 
TOWN OF LOOKOUJ' MDTJN'J'AIN (Hamilton) ·-E- 1,675 F .Yr .7/31 Elec .7/56 Phone 
'.fA1315f--- ----·-----· 
. 
First '.I'uesrlay each month , 4 : 00 p.m. , at Town Hall 
Mayor .J o B .  Frierson, Jr . CR Wm. G .  Brown 
V-May Robt . L .  Maclellan Tr John B .  Crimmins 
Comm P. H .  Wood Atty Folts , Brammer,  Bishop & 
Coram II. 1" 0 Se!;ter Thomas 
Comm .John B .  Crimmins SS J .  H .  Mc Brien 
Clk P .  II � Woo<J_ FC c. w .  Broad_water 
CoP c 0 . w 0 Broadwater 






0 .  S .  Beecham 
Joh:.'1. Ne id..ert 





Hiram W. Hol.tsford 
CITY OF LOUDON (Loudon) -E- 3,567 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/57 Phone 2202 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Ivo Sanders FC Charles Varner,  
Comm A. C .  Dukes SS J.  N .  Purdy, Jr. 
Comm Dr . W.  T .  Mc Peake sww Otis Purdy 
CR-Jg J. N. Purty, Jr . EDMgr I .  H. Watson 
Atty S .  P .  Dannell CD Homer A. Newman 
CoP Bud Sewell 
TOWN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore )  -M- 401 F .Yr .9/1 Elec •8/56 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Courthouse 
Mayor Don D .  Bobo HO ff Dr . F .  H.  Booher 
Comm Roy H .  Parks,  Jr. sww Conner Motlow 
Comm Carl Copeland TA Lacy Hobbs 
CR Roy H .  Parks , Jr . CD R. E .  Ervin 
CoP Thomas Wiseman 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles )  -M- 356 F .-Yr .3/31 Elec .4/57 Phone 





L .  S .  Renfro 
Thomas Hardison 






S .  R .  Irwin 
J. M. Shores 
Grady Head 
H. Ho  Estes 
Jr. 
CITY OF McEWEN (Humphreys ) -M� 710 F .Yr.6/2nd Tue . Elec . 5/57 Phone 180 






C .  R .  McCord 
John Lehman 
Floyd Hand 
Ald J. E .  May 
Ald W .  H .  Ridings 
CR�Sec John Lehman 
Mar L .  H. Winstead 
CITY OF McKENZIE (Carroll) -W- 3,774 F .Yr .2/�8 Elec .2/56 Phone 2264 
























W. R. Stobbe 
Kenneth Barksdale 
Reece Montgomery 




W .  D .  Kelley 
Homer Bullock 
G .  W .  Bullock 





J.  I .  McKinney 
William Giles 
Billy F .  McKinney 






William E .  O ' Neill 
Ocie J.  Presley 
Ocie J. Presley 
R. M. Murray 
TOWN OF McMINNVILLE (Warren) -:.i- 7,577 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .12/55 Phone 2452 First and t.hird Fridays each month , 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Herman Spivey DFin R. B .  Geer 
V-Ma.y Herman Mitchell EDMgr Clyde Winters 
Ald w. ' w.  Bragg Eng Charles Hixson 
Ald A. o .  Glenn ,Fe D .  L .  Davies 
Ald J. c .  Myers j�;Bch William Goody 
Ald B .  c .  Smoot • ·scs J.  L .  Nunley 
Ald R. B .  Geer SS Frank Neal 
CR-Jg Elijah Woosley sww Harley Roach 
Clk Mrs . Corrine Lanier TA Chester Womack 
Atty Clarence E .  Haston CD W .  E .  Smith 
CoP A. E .  Grissom 
TOWN OF MADISONV!LLE (Monroe ) -E- 1,717 F .Yr .9/30 Elec . 9/56 Phone 2622 
First Tuesdays in January, April, July and October, 7 : 30 p .m. , at 
Recorder' s office . 








O. L. Douglas 
' Lewis Blankenship 
Howard Kirkpatrick 
Virgil Gamble 
J .  Harvey Arp 
L .  G .  Mason 









James C .  Witt 
Erskine Heri.i3'ley 
William Lambdin 
Dr . H.  Mc.. McQuire 
Virgil Gamble 
Howard Kirkpatrick 
L .  N .  McDowell 
TOWN OF MANCHESTER (Coffee ) -M- 3,080 F .Yr.5/30 Elec . 5/56 Phone Qll2 













George W .  Sitz 











Dr. J. H. Farrar 
Clyde Evans 
George W .  Sitz,  Jr. 
Miller Jernigan 
Robert L .  Keele 
Dick Bears · 
CITY OF MARI'IN. (Weakley) �W- 4,448 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .7/58 Phone 313 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Milburn Gardner CoP Zollie Carter 
Ald Billy McAdoo EDMgr B.  B .  Crockett 
Ald Dr. R. W .  Brandon, Jr . FC Arden McClain 
Ald L .  E .  Puckett SS J. F. Vick 
Ald Joe Fuqua sww Beuford Gill 
CR Max Burchard HO ff H.  G. Demonson 
Atty Luke Harinings TA Jake Hurt 
CITY OF MARYVILLE (Blount ) -E- 8,116 F .Yr.8/31 Elec . Phone 482 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Offices 
Mayor Dr. Lea Callaway Eng George Jackson 
V-May T .  Ned Lee FC:: Raymond Wells 
Comm Dr. S .  D. Mount HO ff Dr . Julian C .  Lentz 
Comm . H.  N .  Stuart ScS C .  D. Curtis 
CR-Tr Lynn Shasteen Jg Lynn Shasteen 
CoP John R. Bluford Lib Mrs . Frank Nance 
Atty Hugh E .  DeLozier EDMgr J .  A. Gillespie 
DFin Dr . S .  D .  Mount PBCh J.  C .  Gillespie 
DPW T .  Ned Lee CD Adam Payne 
DPS H.  N .  Stuart 
TOWN OF MASON (Tipton) -W- 414 F .Yr .12 31 Elec .4  56 Phone 
Secqnd Tuesday each month, :OO p .m. , at Bank of Mason Building 
Mayor W .  ·B .  Davis Ald J .  A. W1Utaker 
Ald J .  H .  Forgey Ald ·J. N. M. Taylor, Jr . 
Ald Jack Naifeh CR Mrs . Laura P .  O ' Kelly 
Ald N. R. Seay Atty w. c. Tipton 








W. R. Stobbe 
Kenneth Barksdale 
Reece Montgomery 




W .  D .  Kelley 
Homer Bullock 
G .  W .  Bullock 





J.  I .  McKinney 
William Giles 
Billy F .  McKinney 






William E .  O ' Neill 
Ocie J.  Presley 
Ocie J. Presley 
R. M. Murray 
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V-Ma.y Herman Mitchell EDMgr Clyde Winters 
Ald w. ' w.  Bragg Eng Charles Hixson 
Ald A. o .  Glenn ,Fe D .  L .  Davies 
Ald J. c .  Myers j�;Bch William Goody 
Ald B .  c .  Smoot • ·scs J.  L .  Nunley 
Ald R. B .  Geer SS Frank Neal 
CR-Jg Elijah Woosley sww Harley Roach 
Clk Mrs . Corrine Lanier TA Chester Womack 
Atty Clarence E .  Haston CD W .  E .  Smith 
CoP A. E .  Grissom 
TOWN OF MADISONV!LLE (Monroe ) -E- 1,717 F .Yr .9/30 Elec . 9/56 Phone 2622 
First Tuesdays in January, April, July and October, 7 : 30 p .m. , at 
Recorder' s office . 
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' Lewis Blankenship 
Howard Kirkpatrick 
Virgil Gamble 
J .  Harvey Arp 
L .  G .  Mason 









James C .  Witt 
Erskine Heri.i3'ley 
William Lambdin 
Dr . H.  Mc.. McQuire 
Virgil Gamble 
Howard Kirkpatrick 
L .  N .  McDowell 
TOWN OF MANCHESTER (Coffee ) -M- 3,080 F .Yr.5/30 Elec . 5/56 Phone Qll2 













George W .  Sitz 











Dr. J. H. Farrar 
Clyde Evans 
George W .  Sitz,  Jr. 
Miller Jernigan 
Robert L .  Keele 
Dick Bears · 
CITY OF MARI'IN. (Weakley) �W- 4,448 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .7/58 Phone 313 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Milburn Gardner CoP Zollie Carter 
Ald Billy McAdoo EDMgr B.  B .  Crockett 
Ald Dr. R. W .  Brandon, Jr . FC Arden McClain 
Ald L .  E .  Puckett SS J. F. Vick 
Ald Joe Fuqua sww Beuford Gill 
CR Max Burchard HO ff H.  G. Demonson 
Atty Luke Harinings TA Jake Hurt 
CITY OF MARYVILLE (Blount ) -E- 8,116 F .Yr.8/31 Elec . Phone 482 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Offices 
Mayor Dr. Lea Callaway Eng George Jackson 
V-May T .  Ned Lee FC:: Raymond Wells 
Comm Dr. S .  D. Mount HO ff Dr . Julian C .  Lentz 
Comm . H.  N .  Stuart ScS C .  D. Curtis 
CR-Tr Lynn Shasteen Jg Lynn Shasteen 
CoP John R. Bluford Lib Mrs . Frank Nance 
Atty Hugh E .  DeLozier EDMgr J .  A. Gillespie 
DFin Dr . S .  D .  Mount PBCh J.  C .  Gillespie 
DPW T .  Ned Lee CD Adam Payne 
DPS H.  N .  Stuart 
TOWN OF MASON (Tipton) -W- 414 F .Yr .12 31 Elec .4  56 Phone 
Secqnd Tuesday each month, :OO p .m. , at Bank of Mason Building 
Mayor W .  ·B .  Davis Ald J .  A. W1Utaker 
Ald J .  H .  Forgey Ald ·J. N. M. Taylor, Jr . 
Ald Jack Naifeh CR Mrs . Laura P .  O ' Kelly 
Ald N. R. Seay Atty w. c. Tipton 




TOWN .OF MAURY CITY (Crockett ) -W- ·5'.73 F .Yr . 5/14 Elec.5/57 Phone 
· · Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m:, at Planters Bank t . : . 
Mayor w .  T.  Poston Ald W. D. Agee 
Ald J. M. Riddick CR-Tr Coy R.  Branch 
Ald F. P. Scallions ScS W. H. Smith 
Ald I. M. Perry Mar Woodrow w. Riddick 
Ald Guy Earnhart SS w. T .  Poston 
TOWN OF MEDINA (Gibson) -W- 690 F.Yr.12/31 Elec . 12/55 Phone 6616 






Walter R.  Luffman 
C. F. Bennett · 
P�nnick McLemore 









Walter R. Luffman 












J. M. Marsh 
Mrs. Gr�ff McDaniel 
Sammie Wilson 
CITY OF MEMPHIS (Shelby) -W- 407,439 F .Yr.12/31 Elec . 11/55 Phone 37-6621 
Each Tue.sday, 2 : 30 p .m. , at Council Chamber ,  Courthouse 
Offices close Saturday all day, May-September 
Mayor Frank r_i' ,  Tobey HO ff Dr. L. M. Graves 
V-May Claude .A. Armour PC Ch W. D. Galbreath 
Comm O. P. Wil:\.iams PA. Walter Joyce 
Comm Joe Boyle PI Frank w .  Moylan 
Comm John T .  Dwye·r ScS E rnest C .  Ball 
Tr L .  D. Erwin Jg Beverly Boushe 
Atty . Frank B. Gianotti, Jr. SJ? H .  S .  Lewis 
BI Howard Slover SSP w .  H. Hugo 
CoP J. c. MacDonald Lib Jesse Cunningham 
Eng William B. Fowler TA ' Joe s .  Hicks 
DPZ Robert S .  Fredericks . CD Porter Grace 
CP Claude A. Armour 
. Light , Gas . & Water Division 
BII O. R. Kyle Pres Major T.  H. Allen 
FC John C .  Klinck SG W. A. Ryan 
FM Edgar P .  Lovell ElecI Harry L .  Thomas 
.· 
TOWN OF MIDDLETON(Hardeman)-W-362 F .-Yr.6/30 Elec .2/57 Phone Franklin · 
6 .. 3361 
Third MJnday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at John Wilson's o ffice 





W .  D.  Turner 
N. M. Ayers 





James E. Reaves 
Francis L. Simpson, Jr. 
I. G.  Hicks 
CITY OF MILAN (Gibson) -W- 5,637 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.12/55 Phone 878 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor John C. Threadgill CoP Ben Johnson 
V-May Howard Taylor ED Mgr· J. T. Thompson 
Ald Sam Via FC Fred Dickey 
Ald J. M. Jones ScS J. W. Thomas 
Ald Vernon Fly SS Hensley Smith 
Ald Walter Koelz Jg John Threadgill 
CR Mrs. Louise . Winnette Lib Mrs. G. H .  Dickey 
Tr Roy L. Bryant TA . John McNail 
Atty Currie Drake CD Alvin Stocks 
TOWN OF MILLINGTON Shelb -W-4 696 F .Yr . 5  31 Elec.12 56 Phone CA3-3334 









R. Coleman Smith 
Charles Baker 
Leonard Dunavant 
W, V.. Forsythe 
Louis Haddad 










Mrs. Lois Uffelman 
James W. Watson 
F .  C • England. 
Victor Pitts 
Victor Pitts 
Charles W. Pruitt 
Thomas L. Goin 
L. C .  Jackson 
TOWN OF MITCHELLVILLE (Sumner) -M- 202 F.Yr . 6/30? Elec . ll/56 Phone 





J .  B. Pearson 









L. B .  Kirby 
Mrs. Homer Briley 
W. L. Bell 
.. 
·
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Walter R. Luffman 
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Atty . Frank B. Gianotti, Jr. SJ? H .  S .  Lewis 
BI Howard Slover SSP w .  H. Hugo 
CoP J. c. MacDonald Lib Jesse Cunningham 
Eng William B. Fowler TA ' Joe s .  Hicks 
DPZ Robert S .  Fredericks . CD Porter Grace 
CP Claude A. Armour 
. Light , Gas . & Water Division 
BII O. R. Kyle Pres Major T.  H. Allen 
FC John C .  Klinck SG W. A. Ryan 
FM Edgar P .  Lovell ElecI Harry L .  Thomas 
.· 
TOWN OF MIDDLETON(Hardeman)-W-362 F .-Yr.6/30 Elec .2/57 Phone Franklin · 
6 .. 3361 
Third MJnday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at John Wilson's o ffice 





W .  D.  Turner 
N. M. Ayers 





James E. Reaves 
Francis L. Simpson, Jr. 
I. G.  Hicks 
CITY OF MILAN (Gibson) -W- 5,637 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.12/55 Phone 878 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor John C. Threadgill CoP Ben Johnson 
V-May Howard Taylor ED Mgr· J. T. Thompson 
Ald Sam Via FC Fred Dickey 
Ald J. M. Jones ScS J. W. Thomas 
Ald Vernon Fly SS Hensley Smith 
Ald Walter Koelz Jg John Threadgill 
CR Mrs. Louise . Winnette Lib Mrs. G. H .  Dickey 
Tr Roy L. Bryant TA . John McNail 
Atty Currie Drake CD Alvin Stocks 
TOWN OF MILLINGTON Shelb -W-4 696 F .Yr . 5  31 Elec.12 56 Phone CA3-3334 









R. Coleman Smith 
Charles Baker 
Leonard Dunavant 
W, V.. Forsythe 
Louis Haddad 










Mrs. Lois Uffelman 
James W. Watson 
F .  C • England. 
Victor Pitts 
Victor Pitts 
Charles W. Pruitt 
Thomas L. Goin 
L. C .  Jackson 
TOWN OF MITCHELLVILLE (Sumner) -M- 202 F.Yr . 6/30? Elec . ll/56 Phone 





J .  B. Pearson 









L. B .  Kirby 
Mrs. Homer Briley 
W. L. Bell 
TOWN OF MONTEREY (Putnam) - · ·  2 ,043 F .Yr .12/31 Elec .12/55 Phone 2211 
First and third Thursdays each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close each morning and Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Julian Walker CR-Jg W .  L .  : · : .  
Ald Bill Wiggins Tr J. s .  Woodford 
Ald Dan Cooper Atty John Gill 
Ald c .  c .  Uffelman FC Thomas M. Goff 
Ald R. L .  Cate Mar N .  K. Matthews 
Ald J ,  A .  Allred sww John L .  Sampley 
Ald R. T .  Hargrove WBCh C .  M. Bohannan 
Ald H .  H • .  Reed SS Bill Vanderpool 
Ald Ed Pugh CD Nolan Tudor 
TOWN OF MORRISON (Warren) -M- 301 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/56 Phone 12-1621 






Joe T .  Lawrence 





J. R. Dearman 
Luther Rogers 
J.  N. Smoot 
CITY OF MORRISTOWN (Hamblen) -E-13 , 151 F .Yr.  Elec .12 56 Phone 35 
First an third Fridays each month, : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor C .  Frank Davis Eng A. J .  Davis 
V-May S .  J .  Anderson FC J .  E .  Burke 
Ald Fred W .  Hartman PC Ch w. A. Quillan , III 
Ald . V .  E .  Bebber ScS w. A • Shannon 
Ald Seymour Gerson SP w .  R. Hayter 
CR-Jg Charles E .  Smith SS " 
CoP . E .  H. Winstead sww R . w. Pritchard 
Atty .Herbert Bacon TA w. D. Carver 
EDMgr . R. W. Pritchard PI E:& Townsend 
BI Ed Townsend CD Edward D. Livingston 
TOWN OF MOSCOW (Fayette):i'i�w- :· : . F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 1/57 Phone 
Second Friday each month, " : 60 p .m" , at Moscow Savings Bank 
Offices close Thursday afternoon; April-August 
Mayor Joseph R. Morton Ald Ennis J .  Hurdle 
Ald J. L .  Crossett CR J. L .  Crossett 
Ald · Robert S .  Hurdle Tr S .  A. Browning 
Ald S .  A. Browning FC R .  L .  Tacker 
Ald Harold F .  Ashford Mar Bill Holland 
Ald ' J ,  W. Owens sww Claude W .  Rich 
-40-
TOWN OF MOUN..�AIN CITY (Johnson) -E- 1,405 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . 3/57 Phone 93J 
First Tuesday each month, 2 :100 p.m. , · at Recorder ' s  office 
Mayor F.  E .  Robinson CR T.  W. Wilson 
Ald L .  M. May CoP W. R. Mutter 
Ald E .  T .  Lovill FC Hill Ward 
Ald Roby Eastridge sww T.  W. Wilson 
Ald J. N .  Blackburn CD .J. T .  WilsQn 
TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT (Maury) -M- 2,931 F .Yr .5/31 Elec . Phone 5811 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Dr. G. C .  English Atty Walter ·E . Nesbit 
Ald Jack Hughes CoP Clare McAfee 
Ald George Brown FC. J .  E .  Hardison 
Ald C .  E .  Perry PBCh . Raymond S.im.s 
Ald J. T .  Kelly PC Ch George Brown . 
Ald John A.  Lynch SS-SWW H .  A. Clark 
Ald W. A. Berryman SSP W.  B .  Ralston 
CR-Jg W. B .  Lq·n-g EDMgr Herman Hill 
Tr D • .,W.  C�cii· CD Harry G .  Pau� 
TOWN OF MUNFO@ (T�j;>ton) -W- 976 F <Yr•6/30 Elec . 5/57 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Haddad ' s  store 
Mayor Dr. L .  S o  Thompson CR-'J.'r Henry Bass 
Ald John Bomar Atty Will Tipton 
Aid J. R. Bibb HO ff A. s .  Witherington 
Ald c .  D .  Demery Mar N. L .  Glidewell 
Ald H.  N. Haddad TA Bob Baddour 
Ald E o  c .  Pritchett SS N. L .  Glidewell 
Ald J.  M. Crigger, Jr . 
CITY OF MURFREESBORO (Rutherford) -M-14, 979 F ,  Yr . 12/31 Elec : 4/56 Phone 3040 
Every Thursday, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 











A. L .  Todd, Jr. 
E .  C .  Fite 
Rollie . Holden 
Charles H .  Clark 
He,!'tnan Jones 
Barton Dement, Jr . 
H. L .  McCullough 
Albert Williams 
Miss T .  D .  Adams 












A. B .  Huddleston 
N. W .  Powers 
� .  E .  Landers 
B. Bo Qualls 
Clyde Fite 
Hicks Neal 
B.  E.  Hobgood 
Joe W. Lovell 
John D .  Barber 
H. Miller Lanier 
TOWN OF MONTEREY (Putnam) - · ·  2 ,043 F .Yr .12/31 Elec .12/55 Phone 2211 
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-40-
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Ald Roby Eastridge sww T.  W. Wilson 
Ald J. N .  Blackburn CD .J. T .  WilsQn 
TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT (Maury) -M- 2,931 F .Yr .5/31 Elec . Phone 5811 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Dr. G. C .  English Atty Walter ·E . Nesbit 
Ald Jack Hughes CoP Clare McAfee 
Ald George Brown FC. J .  E .  Hardison 
Ald C .  E .  Perry PBCh . Raymond S.im.s 
Ald J. T .  Kelly PC Ch George Brown . 
Ald John A.  Lynch SS-SWW H .  A. Clark 
Ald W. A. Berryman SSP W.  B .  Ralston 
CR-Jg W. B .  Lq·n-g EDMgr Herman Hill 
Tr D • .,W.  C�cii· CD Harry G .  Pau� 
TOWN OF MUNFO@ (T�j;>ton) -W- 976 F <Yr•6/30 Elec . 5/57 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Haddad ' s  store 
Mayor Dr. L .  S o  Thompson CR-'J.'r Henry Bass 
Ald John Bomar Atty Will Tipton 
Aid J. R. Bibb HO ff A. s .  Witherington 
Ald c .  D .  Demery Mar N. L .  Glidewell 
Ald H.  N. Haddad TA Bob Baddour 
Ald E o  c .  Pritchett SS N. L .  Glidewell 
Ald J.  M. Crigger, Jr . 
CITY OF MURFREESBORO (Rutherford) -M-14, 979 F ,  Yr . 12/31 Elec : 4/56 Phone 3040 
Every Thursday, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 











A. L .  Todd, Jr. 
E .  C .  Fite 
Rollie . Holden 
Charles H .  Clark 
He,!'tnan Jones 
Barton Dement, Jr . 
H. L .  McCullough 
Albert Williams 
Miss T .  D .  Adams 












A. B .  Huddleston 
N. W .  Powers 
� .  E .  Landers 
B. Bo Qualls 
Clyde Fite 
Hicks Neal 
B.  E.  Hobgood 
Joe W. Lovell 
John D .  Barber 
H. Miller Lanier 
CITY OF NASHVILLE (Davidson) -M- 176,170 F .Yr.7/31 Elec . 5/59 :f>hone 5-0361 
First and third 1: · : ,cc s lays each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day 
Mayor Ben West Acct 
V-May iI � Sanders Anglea Atty Raymond H .  Leathers 
Coun fohn B .  Robinson CF 
Coun Lewis Payne CoP vohn B .  Milliron 
Coun W .  P .  Doyle , Jr . CP 
Coun John W .  Overall CPW 
Coun Charles E .  Riley BI J .  Douglcs Roach 
Coun Robert E .  Lillard DPW Warren Collidge 
Coun Frank Melfi EDMgr Leonard Sisk 
Coun George C .  Farris DPZ William A .  Pitt� 
Coun Mrs . James c. Bartlett FC H .  D .  Demonbreun 
Coun W .  H. Yarbrough DFin Gayle L .  Gupton 
Coun Fred A .  Fischer Eng Warren Collidge 
Coun Aubrey D .  Gillem FM Chester Harrison 
Coun z .  Alexander Looby HOff Dr. T .  V .  Woodring 
Coun G .  M. Ragsdale PA E .  B .  Smith 
Coun A.  Wesley Dixson PC Ch A. J. Dyer 
Coun Alfred R. Woodroof ScS W .  A. Bass 
Coun J. R. Mansfield SSP Tommy Kerrigan 
Coun H .  Porter Smith sww R.  L .  Lawrence , Jr. 
Coun W .  Y .  Draper Jg Andrew Doyle 
Coun Walter H .  Morgan Lib · Dr. Robert S .  Alvarez 
Coun George W .  Carlisle TA Henry Graham 
Clk W .  M. Carr, Jr . CD Chas. L .  Wroton 
Tr Hugh B .  Mott 
TOWN OF NEWBERN (Dyer) -W- 1,809 F .Yr. 12/lst .Tue . Elec . 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Phone 2341 
Mayor M. D. Johnson Atty John M. Drane 
Ald C .  Hays Hollar FC Haskel Tabor 
Ald Murray Flatt Mar Arthur Wiles 
Ald Le ray Sande rs Mar Howard Adams 
Ald Hubbard Newsom ScS Joe Louis Mullins 
Ald Douglas R:lce sww c .  Burt Hicks 
Ald J. N. Johnson EDMgr c. Burt Hicks 
CR M. D. Fry 
-42-
TOWN OF NEW JOHNSONVILLE (Humphre s )  .-M"." 220 F .Yr.6 30 Elec . 
Lehtgh 5-23 l 





A.  W .  Lucas , Jr . 
Bill Carman 
Alleh. Carman 





B .  T .  Townsend, Jr . 
Nathan Flexer 
Mrs .  Bill Carman 
T .  G .  Pappas 
TOWN OF NEWPORI' (Cocke ) -E- 5 884 F .Yr.12 31 Elec .12 56 Phone 390 
Second Friday each month, : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor Charles D.  Fisher Clk Mrs . Ray Seehorn 
Ald Robert Ottinger CoP Ike Johnson 
Ald Alex Blazer FC Lyde Stokely 
Ald Harry Mel ton ScS w. c. Vinson 
Ald . Vard Calfee SS Wilbur Frec•man 
Ald James Haynes sww Hugh Gray 
CR-Jg Herbert Parrott EDMgr James S .  Franks 
Atty Fred L .  Myers CD Fred Jones 
Phone 
TOWN OF NEW TAZEWELL (Claiborne ) -E- 473 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . Phone 





Charles A.  Torbett 
DI' . H .  C .  Evans 
J. E .  BI'eeding 









CITY OF NIOTA ('McMinn) -E- 956 F .Yr.6/30 Ele c .10/56 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at Bank of Niota 
Mayor C .• L .  Knox CR-Jg Charles G .  Knox 
Comm Arthur Hicks Atty Kenneth Higgins 
Comm Cecil B .  Staley, Jr . CoP W. A. Harwell 
Comm Eugene Collins sww Homer Lones 
Comm Lonnie Allen SS Bill Snyder 
Comm Bil� Snyder 
TOWN OF NORMANDY (Bedford) -M- 159 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 11/56 Phone 2352 
First . .Monday·each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Recorder ' s  home 
Mayor 
Ald 





Mrs . F�orella Byron 
W.  W. Hiles 
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Alleh. Carman 





B .  T .  Townsend, Jr . 
Nathan Flexer 
Mrs .  Bill Carman 
T .  G .  Pappas 
TOWN OF NEWPORI' (Cocke ) -E- 5 884 F .Yr.12 31 Elec .12 56 Phone 390 
Second Friday each month, : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor Charles D.  Fisher Clk Mrs . Ray Seehorn 
Ald Robert Ottinger CoP Ike Johnson 
Ald Alex Blazer FC Lyde Stokely 
Ald Harry Mel ton ScS w. c. Vinson 
Ald . Vard Calfee SS Wilbur Frec•man 
Ald James Haynes sww Hugh Gray 
CR-Jg Herbert Parrott EDMgr James S .  Franks 
Atty Fred L .  Myers CD Fred Jones 
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TOWN OF NEW TAZEWELL (Claiborne ) -E- 473 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . Phone 





Charles A.  Torbett 
DI' . H .  C .  Evans 
J. E .  BI'eeding 









CITY OF NIOTA ('McMinn) -E- 956 F .Yr.6/30 Ele c .10/56 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at Bank of Niota 
Mayor C .• L .  Knox CR-Jg Charles G .  Knox 
Comm Arthur Hicks Atty Kenneth Higgins 
Comm Cecil B .  Staley, Jr . CoP W. A. Harwell 
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TOWN OF NORMANDY (Bedford) -M- 159 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 11/56 Phone 2352 
First . .Monday·each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Recorder ' s  home 
Mayor 
Ald 





Mrs . F�orella Byron 
W.  W. Hiles 
CITY OF NORRIS (Anderson . -.E• 1 134 F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 11 56 Phone 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month ,  � 00 p .m. , at c ity offices 
Offices close Saturday gll day, all year 
Mayor R .  G .  Crossno CoP Virgil McKamey 
V-May E .  B .  Shultz FC J. O. Artman 
Coun �ichard Kilbourne BI Warren Niles 
Coun Rob.e r\; Krause PC Ch Raphael Saraceni 
· Coun Thomas C .  Swindell WBCh Rex A. Elder 
Clk-Mgr Armond Arnurius Jg David G.  Schultz 
TA George Kirby Sec Ellen w .  Rice 
*Atty Frank Wilson CD William M. Darwin 
*Address : Town Hall , Oak Ridge , Tennessee 
TOWN OF OAKDALE . (Morgan) -E- 718'#.!W..Yr . 6L30 Elec . Phohe 
First Tuesday each month� 7 :  00 p .  m.- ; at Bullard Building 
Mayor Louis T .  Mills Ald Lonnie ioskins 
Ald R.  E .  Brashears Ald w .  L .  H adrick 
Ald Joe Johnson Mar J.  L.  Lee 
Ald T .  L .  Byrd SS E .  C .  Leopper 
Ald R. A. Angel Jg E .  · c .  Leopper 
CITY OF OAK HILL (Davidson) -M- 3 031 F.Yr . 3  31 Elec . 5  56 Phone 
9- 501 




S .  B .  Ziegler *Atty Andrew D .  Tanner 
Paul C .  Simpson **Mgr T .  M. Crawford 
George M. Green, Jr. PCCh Granbery Jackson, 
*Address : American Trust Building, Nashville , Tennessee 
**Addres s :  2504 Franklin Road, Nashville , Tennes�ee 
TOWN OF OAKLAND (Fayette) -W- 23� F .Y r . 6L30 Elec . 5L57 Phone 





J. F.  Bradsher 
Horton Murrell 
John Gibbons 






J .  V .  Hathaway 
J .  V .  Hathaway 
T .  w .  Tomlin 
J .  V .  Hathaway 
445 
Nashvil: . .:! 
Jr . 
TOWN OF OBION (Obion) -w- 1,212 F .Yr . Elec . Phone . 
Mayor Lawrence Fox CR M. M. Young 
Ald Ben W .  Morris Atty Ben W .  MJrris 
Ald J. O. Horner CoP M. M. Young 
Ald Charles King FC William Anderson 
Ald Chester Thompson SS Ben W .  Morris 
Ald Horace Yates sww Che ster Thompson 
Ald Homer Oakes 
(Anderson 
TOWN OF OLIVER SPRINGS & Roane ) -E.- 1 089 F .Yr. 6  30 Elec . 5 57 Phone 4611 
First Thursday each month, : 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor A. W. Anderson CR L. N. Brown 
Ald L .  D .  Crass Tr Maxine Harvey 
Ald Austin Bailey FC Neil Simmons 
Ald Roy C • Jackson Mar c .  w .  Lively 
Ald Elijah Vann sww M. A. Duggins 
Ald C . H·. Smith SS L .  D.  Crass 
Ald O .  A. :purdy CD G .· A. Bailey 
TOWN OF ONEIDA (Sccitt) -E- 1,304 F .Yr. 9/t}O Elec .11L55 Phdne 109J 
First and third Fridays each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at C ity- Hall 
Mayor c .  Lee Smith CoP Reason West 
V-May Fred Ellis SS Isaac Burress 
Ald Isaac Burress SU Herman Seabolt 
Ald Herman Seabolt Jg J .  Hatfield 
Ald Delmas Laxton WBCh Arlie M. Lay 
CR-Tr Jennings Hatfield sww Vester Blevins 
Atty Baker & Baker CD · John D .  Burke 
TOWN OF ORME (Marion) -E- 230 F .Yr. Ele c .  Phone 
Mayor James W .  Barnes Tr E .  C • Freeman 
Comm Ruth Smith Mar Andy Smit,b. 
Comm E • C • Freeman QD W .  T .  Goff 
C R  Ruth Smith 











R .  F .  Nunnelly 
CITY OF NORRIS (Anderson . -.E• 1 134 F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 11 56 Phone 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month ,  � 00 p .m. , at c ity offices 
Offices close Saturday gll day, all year 
Mayor R .  G .  Crossno CoP Virgil McKamey 
V-May E .  B .  Shultz FC J. O. Artman 
Coun �ichard Kilbourne BI Warren Niles 
Coun Rob.e r\; Krause PC Ch Raphael Saraceni 
· Coun Thomas C .  Swindell WBCh Rex A. Elder 
Clk-Mgr Armond Arnurius Jg David G.  Schultz 
TA George Kirby Sec Ellen w .  Rice 
*Atty Frank Wilson CD William M. Darwin 
*Address : Town Hall , Oak Ridge , Tennessee 
TOWN OF OAKDALE . (Morgan) -E- 718'#.!W..Yr . 6L30 Elec . Phohe 
First Tuesday each month� 7 :  00 p .  m.- ; at Bullard Building 
Mayor Louis T .  Mills Ald Lonnie ioskins 
Ald R.  E .  Brashears Ald w .  L .  H adrick 
Ald Joe Johnson Mar J.  L.  Lee 
Ald T .  L .  Byrd SS E .  C .  Leopper 
Ald R. A. Angel Jg E .  · c .  Leopper 
CITY OF OAK HILL (Davidson) -M- 3 031 F.Yr . 3  31 Elec . 5  56 Phone 
9- 501 




S .  B .  Ziegler *Atty Andrew D .  Tanner 
Paul C .  Simpson **Mgr T .  M. Crawford 
George M. Green, Jr. PCCh Granbery Jackson, 
*Address : American Trust Building, Nashville , Tennessee 
**Addres s :  2504 Franklin Road, Nashville , Tennes�ee 
TOWN OF OAKLAND (Fayette) -W- 23� F .Y r . 6L30 Elec . 5L57 Phone 





J. F.  Bradsher 
Horton Murrell 
John Gibbons 






J .  V .  Hathaway 
J .  V .  Hathaway 
T .  w .  Tomlin 
J .  V .  Hathaway 
445 
Nashvil: . .:! 
Jr . 
TOWN OF OBION (Obion) -w- 1,212 F .Yr . Elec . Phone . 
Mayor Lawrence Fox CR M. M. Young 
Ald Ben W .  Morris Atty Ben W .  MJrris 
Ald J. O. Horner CoP M. M. Young 
Ald Charles King FC William Anderson 
Ald Chester Thompson SS Ben W .  Morris 
Ald Horace Yates sww Che ster Thompson 
Ald Homer Oakes 
(Anderson 
TOWN OF OLIVER SPRINGS & Roane ) -E.- 1 089 F .Yr. 6  30 Elec . 5 57 Phone 4611 
First Thursday each month, : 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
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Ald C . H·. Smith SS L .  D.  Crass 
Ald O .  A. :purdy CD G .· A. Bailey 
TOWN OF ONEIDA (Sccitt) -E- 1,304 F .Yr. 9/t}O Elec .11L55 Phdne 109J 
First and third Fridays each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at C ity- Hall 
Mayor c .  Lee Smith CoP Reason West 
V-May Fred Ellis SS Isaac Burress 
Ald Isaac Burress SU Herman Seabolt 
Ald Herman Seabolt Jg J .  Hatfield 
Ald Delmas Laxton WBCh Arlie M. Lay 
CR-Tr Jennings Hatfield sww Vester Blevins 
Atty Baker & Baker CD · John D .  Burke 
TOWN OF ORME (Marion) -E- 230 F .Yr. Ele c .  Phone 
Mayor James W .  Barnes Tr E .  C • Freeman 
Comm Ruth Smith Mar Andy Smit,b. 
Comm E • C • Freeman QD W .  T .  Goff 
C R  Ruth Smith 











R .  F .  Nunnelly 
CITY OF PARIS (Henry) -W- 9,164 F .Yr.12/31 Elec . First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall Offices close Wednesday afternoon, June-August 
Phone 61 
Mayor Aaron Brown PBCh J. M. -Hill 'V-May Fate Vaughn PC Ch John Reeves Comm Alex Ellis FC Paul Berry Comm Ray Pitt CoP Lawrence King Comm Richard Shofner ScS W .  O .  Inman CR I .  H. Dale SS Jake Marr Tr H. G. Richardson EDMgr James Huffman Mgr Philip Watson SU James Huffman Atty Richard L .  Dunlap , Jr. CD BI _ . ..,,,_Hip B .  Watson 










S .  D .  Easterly 
J.  C .  Mcsween 
Max K. Dawson 








H. G. Hawks 
James Goff 
A. F. Tolley 
Charles Joyner 







C .  B. Wortham 
Kenneth Graves 
J.  E .  Young 
Edwin Townsend 
Lewis Wheat 
TOWN OF PETERSBURG & Lincoln) -M- 497 F .Yr. 12/30 Elec . First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at Club Room Offices close Thursday afternoon 





TOWN 0: r;$>-IKEVILLE (B;l.�_d,s,0e ) -E- 882 F .Yr'.6  30 Elec .12 55 Phone 144 
First FlJiday each month, 7 :  30 p.m. , at Tow Hall 
Mayor Sam H. Brown CR_�trg w .  Hayne Roberson 
- Ald Dennis Lee FC Sam H .  Brown 
Ald T.  R .  Pugh sww Oscar Wheeler 
Ald Cecil Morgan SS Dennis E • Lee 
Ald Joe F.  Deakins CD Jack H .  Putnam 
TOWN OF PLEAS.A[fr HILL (C�mberland) -E- 152 F .Yr.12/31 Elec .  Phone 
Crossville 20 .00 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Craft Shop 
Mayor 
Ald 






�QWN OF PORI'LAND (Sumner) -M- 2,140 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . Phone 3434 
Fil..i'st Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, June-August 
Mayor w .  T.  Hardison CR s. w. Dorris 
Ald Harold Wilkinson *Atty D.  N .  Hester 
Ald Walter Brown CoP w .  E .  Thurman .. 
Ald William D.  Caudill FC L .  J .  Henson, Sr. 
Ald N .  M. Hill SS w .  T .  Hardison 
Ald Paul Gossett sww Arthur Lindsey 
Ald W .  B .  Dye , Jr. CD Allen Tibbs 
Ald Gordon Hodges 
*Address : Gallatin, Tennessee 
CITY OF PULASKI (Giles )  -M- 5,762 F .Yr.12/31 Elec .11/55 Phone 45 
Third Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday afternoon, July-August 
Mayor Herbert Smith CoP Joe W .  Henry, Sr. 
Ald John . M:3lby Eng T. R. Williamson 
Ald J.  E .  Roe FC Joe w .  Henry, Sr. 
Ald E .  A. Hendrickson SP Floyd White 
Ald Floyd White sww Walter L .  Andenson 
Ald Dan Gordon Jg David Rhea 
Ald W .  c .  Foster EDMgr W.  L .  Anderson 
CR w. M. Rainey CD Walter L .  Anderson 
Atty Tom Moore 
-47-
I 
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Third Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday afternoon, July-August 
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CR w. M. Rainey CD Walter L .  Anderson 
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-47-
I 
TOWN OF PURYEAR (Henry) -W- 430 F .Yr.  Elec . 5/57 
. Second Tuesday each month, 8:00 p .m. , at City Hal.l 
Phone 




R.  L .  Crank 







J .  M. Dobbins 
E • C • Alexander 




Burk S .  Millard 
John E .  Brown 
Paul T .  Grammer 
Comm 
Comm 
R�  Hayden· Landers 
James F .  Gue s s ,  Jr . 
*As we went to pre s s ,  a suit was pending on valid.ity of this 
incorporation. 
CITY OF RED BOILING SPRINGS (Macon) . -M- 618 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Dayton Chitwood Co.un c .  H .  Parkhurst 
V-May Chas . B .  McClellan Coun c .  H .  Rµssell 
Coun B .  w. Chitwood Atty c �  R. Jent 
Coun C .  Ro Joines Clk-Jg B .  L .  Crowder 
Coun Glenn Witcher. CoP Ben K. Jackson 
Phone 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY . (Marion) -E- 300 F .Yr. Elec . Phone 




Ao E .  Legg 
M. Kilgore 




A. E .  Stone 
Frances Stroup 
R. A. Dobbins 
TOWN OF RIDGELY (Lake ) -W- 1,504 F .Y r . 6/30 . Elec . Phone 48. 








' .  
Carl S .  Miller 
J. W. Brown 
C o  R. Dodd 
Ewing Dunlap 
Cecil Cronan 
Neel . Olhausen 








L. G. Gore 
John L .  West 
Woodrow Barge ry 
Aubrey Wood 
O .  E .  Pigue 
C .  R. Dodd 
Phone 
CITY OF *RIDGESIDE Hamilton -E- 337 F .Yr. 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at 11 
Chm 
Tr ·.: 
J .  T .  Johnston Sec 
John w. Cummings 
*Addres s :  Chattanooga, Tennessee 
(Davidson & 
Ele c .  Phone 
Ridgeside Road 
Paul w .  Shepherd 
T�OWN OF RIDGETOP Robertson) -M- 354 F .Yr. Elec . Phone 9-5230 





W.  E .  Bilbrey 
H .  W .  Jones ,  Jr . 
Paul Koonce 





R. Ao Tatum, Sr.  
Mrs . J .  Co  Mayes 
w .  D .  Fryer 
Mrs . J .  c .  Mayes 
TOWN OF RIPLEY (Lauderdale) -W- 3,318 F .Y r . 3/31 Elec o 4/5o Phone 103 
F1rst Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at Mayor ' s  office 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May-August 
Mayor Dr • •  T .  s .  Scott Atty Joe Walker ,  Jr. 
Ald Julian Belton CoP 
Ald J .  Otis Paris ED Mgr Oneal Weaver 
Ald Frank Garner FC John Kennedy 
Ald Wm. Tucker ,  III ScS Edric Owen 
Ald w .  c .  Fitzhugh Jg Dr. J .  S .  Scott 
Ald � .  E o  Wright CD w. A. Grimes 
CR Mrs . Ko So Hutcheson 
TOWN OF RIVES (Obion) -W- 413 ii' .Yr. 1/1 Elec . 12/55 Phone 
· First Friday each month ; 7 : 00 p .m. , at Recorde r ' s office 
Mayor L .  A. Collicott Ald Bryan Elam 
Ald Drue Black CR C. Bonner 
Ald John Gillian Acct J. H. Shore 
Ald Willie Crowell CoP John Hood 
Ald M. V .  Robinson 
CITY OF ROCKWOOD (Roane ) -E- 4,272 F .Yr o 6/30 Ele c . 6/57 Phone 40 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor Russell E .  Simmons EDMgr C o  A.  HaI'TllO'n 
Comm Judson H .  Carson FC J. H. Albertson, Jr. 
Comm Edward E .  Foland PBCh J .  H.  Albertson, Jr . 
CR Alvin Nelson SS Arthur Fox 
Atty Ralph Tedder sww George Ed Davis 
CH Dr. R. F .  Regester WBCh Hollus G .  Knight 
CoP Alden Tiller CD Mrs . Bonnie Zimmerman 
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TOWN OF PURYEAR (Henry) -W- 430 F .Yr.  Elec . 5/57 
. Second Tuesday each month, 8:00 p .m. , at City Hal.l 
Phone 




R.  L .  Crank 







J .  M. Dobbins 
E • C • Alexander 




Burk S .  Millard 
John E .  Brown 
Paul T .  Grammer 
Comm 
Comm 
R�  Hayden· Landers 
James F .  Gue s s ,  Jr . 
*As we went to pre s s ,  a suit was pending on valid.ity of this 
incorporation. 
CITY OF RED BOILING SPRINGS (Macon) . -M- 618 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Dayton Chitwood Co.un c .  H .  Parkhurst 
V-May Chas . B .  McClellan Coun c .  H .  Rµssell 
Coun B .  w. Chitwood Atty c �  R. Jent 
Coun C .  Ro Joines Clk-Jg B .  L .  Crowder 
Coun Glenn Witcher. CoP Ben K. Jackson 
Phone 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY . (Marion) -E- 300 F .Yr. Elec . Phone 




Ao E .  Legg 
M. Kilgore 




A. E .  Stone 
Frances Stroup 
R. A. Dobbins 
TOWN OF RIDGELY (Lake ) -W- 1,504 F .Y r . 6/30 . Elec . Phone 48. 








' .  
Carl S .  Miller 
J. W. Brown 
C o  R. Dodd 
Ewing Dunlap 
Cecil Cronan 
Neel . Olhausen 








L. G. Gore 
John L .  West 
Woodrow Barge ry 
Aubrey Wood 
O .  E .  Pigue 
C .  R. Dodd 
Phone 
CITY OF *RIDGESIDE Hamilton -E- 337 F .Yr. 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at 11 
Chm 
Tr ·.: 
J .  T .  Johnston Sec 
John w. Cummings 
*Addres s :  Chattanooga, Tennessee 
(Davidson & 
Ele c .  Phone 
Ridgeside Road 
Paul w .  Shepherd 
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TOWN OF ROGERSVILLE (Hawkins) .-E- 2,670 F .Yr.2/l5 Elec .2/56 Phone 436l 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close �ednesday aftern�cm 
Mayor Dr. C .  c .  Johnson Atty John Thompson 
V-May George Greene CoP James Shanks 
Ald BI Wade Hampton 
Ald John E .  Walker FC Brady Gladson 
Ald Sam R. ,.,Livesay ScS Ben A. Cunningham 
Ald John Thompson SS George Greene 
Ald Reid Terry sww Robert Cloy 
CR-Jg Frank Farris CD Lyon A. Hamblen 
':'18WN OF ROSSVILLE Fa ette -W- l75 F .Yr.6 30 Elec . 4  57 Phone 
First Monday each month, : 00 p .m. , .at Bank Building 
Mayor J.  w. Boyd Ald M. L.  Baker 
Ald A. K. .Morrison Sec J .  w .  Boyd 
Ald w. H. Jameson SS M. L.  Baker 
Ald s .  R. Bulle 
TOWN OF RUTHERFORD (Gibson) -W- 11053 F .Yro 5/3l Ele c . 5/.57 Phone 
seco-nd Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Recorder' s office 
Maydr Joe Whitworth 
Ald T .  B .  Karnes 
Ald Lynn Boyette 
Ald Fred P .  Elrod 
Ald J .  R. Norman 
Ald Willie Peel 
CR Fred P. Elrod 
TOWN OF RUTLEDGE Granger . -E- 839 . 




James R.  Cabbage 
Dan Farmer 
Dr. L .  C .  Bryan 
Atty H. H. Elder 
FC R. L. Beaumont 
Mar Elvis Morris 
ScS Quinton Atchison 
SS J. R. Norman 
sww Fred P .  Elrod 
F .Yr.6 30 Elec . 6  57 Phone 2251 




Earl E .  Shirley 
w .  I .  Daniel 
W.  E .  Holt 
TOWN OF SALTILLO (Hardin) -W- . 406 V .Yr. 9/l Ele c .  Phone 





J. S. Allen 
Hardy Pitts 
Cecil Hanna 






A. L.  Ross 
L. E .  Willis 
J� E .  Holland 
Kenneth Groomes 
TOWN OF SAMBURG (Obion) -W- 378 F .  Yr . 11 1 Elec . Phone 
First Saturday each month, : 00 p .m. , at Spicer Fish Market 
Mayor Burch Commons Ald w .  I .  Gantlett 
Ald Jim Hutchcraft CR J. T .  Spicer 
Ald Elbert Spicer Atty 
Ald Lee Hayes FC w .  I .  Gantlett 
Ald Elmer Bunch CoP 
Ald J. J. Denton SS --t 
TOWN OF SARDIS (Rende rs on) -W- 299 . F .  Yr .J/1 Elec • Phone 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor McCall Lewis Ald J .  A .  Hanna 
Ald II. N. M:>ntgomery CR A. H. Bancom 
Ald J .  E .  Corbitt Atty Joe C .  Davis 
Ald c .  L .  Phillips CoP Wayne Little 
Ald J .  H.  Ross TA A. H.  Bancom 
TOWN OF SAULSBURY (Hardeman) -W- 143 F .Yr.  Elec . Phone 
Mayor W .  E .  Floyd Ald E .  J .  Cox 
Ald C .  E .  Cox Ald R .  A .  Emerson 
Ald v .  c .  Daniel Ald w. B .  Wells 
Ald J .  v .  Pruitt CR c .  E .  Cox 
TOWN OF SAVANNAH (Hardin) -W- 3,280 F .Yr. Elec . 4/57 Phone 3521 
First Friday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May-August 
Mayor Granville Hinton Mgr-CR Dennie R. Tyler 
V-May Jarvis Williams CoP Lon Willoughby 
Comm Billy Carroll FC Grady Qualls 
Comm Paul Davis .SWW Brown Walker 
Comm Sam Armstrong CD Ray May 
• (Decatur & 
TOWN OF SCOTTS HILL Henderson) -W- 299 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .8/56 Phone 







A.  c .  Tarlt�n 
J. B.  Austin 
Perry Austin 









N .  C .  Millner 
Barney Swift 
A. c .  Tarlton 
Elco Kennedy 
Ola Duck 
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A.  c .  Tarlt�n 
J. B.  Austin 
Perry Austin 









N .  C .  Millner 
Barney Swift 
A. c .  Tarlton 
Elco Kennedy 
Ola Duck 
TOWN OF SELMER (McNairy) -W- 1, 759 F ;Yr . 12/? Elec .11/55 Phone 3677 
Friday after first r-bnday each month, 7 : 00 p .m., at C ity Waterworks Office 
Mayor Will Tom Abernathy FC c .  D.  Ammons 
Ald T • W .  McBride PC Ch T .  R. Barr 
Ald Howard r-bore ScS B .  T .  Kizer 
Ald w. F .  Wilkerson SS T .  W .  McBride 
Ald S .  E .  Burks sww Arch Whitaker 
CR-Tr C .  C .  Smith Jg 
Atty Will Tom Abernathy CD J. Louis Adams 
CoP B. B .  Replogle 
TOWN OF SEVIERVILLE (Sevier) -E- 1,620 F .Y r .12/31 Elec . 5/57 Phone 2742 
Thursdays after first and third r-bndays each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at 
Courthouse 
Mayor Dr.  Ronald J .  Ingle CR-Tr T .  M. Wynn, Jr. 
V-May Carl H .  Roberts CoP Fred Pierce 
Ald M. B .  McMahan, Jr . EDMgr H. C .  Blair 
Ald. Bill McPherson FC Thurman Ownby 
Ald Carl Roberts SS Carl H .  Roberts 
Ald E .  D .  Robertson sww H.  C .  Blair 
Ald A .  J .  King Jg T .  M. Wynn, Jr. 
PBCh T .  C .  Paine CD Gene Catlett 
WBCl1 Clifford Frost 
TOWN OF SHARON (Weakley) -W- 880 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . Phone 119 
First r-bnday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor .Will Allen Ezell CR w. W. Roberts 
Ald R. C. Stoker sww Thurman D .  Adams 
Ald Russel Jones SS Russel Jones 
Ald A. M. Roberts Mar Willie Wainseott 
Ald James E .  Erwin CD Mac T .  Buckley 
CITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford) -M- 9,847 F .Yr.8/31 Elec . Phone 75 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor John D .  Templeton 
Coun Hoyte E .  Adams , Jr . 
Coun Gordon Noblitt 
Coun O .  C .  Walker 
Coun Lloyd Payne 
Coun Ralph Brantley 
Coun C .  N. Brown 
Mgr Joe D .  Brown 














P .  J. Scudder 
John Foster 
E .  H .  Thomas 
Jack Taylor 
P .  J � Scudder 
Charles F .  Haworth 
TOWN OF SIGNAL MOUNTAIN (Hamilton) -E- 1,786 F .Y r . 9/30 Elec . 5/59 Phone 
'8'8-2741 
secDllilTuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Town Hall 
Mayor Charles E .  Dodd Tr P .  R .  Stegall 
Comm Claude R.  Givens Atty Joe C .  Wagner 
Corum P .  H .  Stegall Acct c .  D .  Buffon & Associates 
Comm J.  Pope Dyer CoP R.  M.  Kell, . Sr. 
Comm c .  H .  Anderton FC R.  M. Kell, Sr. 
Clk c .  B .  Ad.ams SS-SWW c .  B .  Adams 
TOWN OF SILERP.ON {.Hardeman) -W- 121 F .Yr.  Elec . Phone 
Mayor Noel Siler Ald o .  J.  Hopper 
Ald J .  R .  Fitts Ald A. E .  Fitts 
Ald J. s .  Mccann CR A. E .  Fitts 
Ald J. L .  Be shiers Mar c .  P .  Siler 
Ald James W. Cupples SS J'. B. Weaver 
Ald J. B .  Weaver 










B .  E .  Osburn 
Max Davenport 
Odie Procter 
TOWN OF SMIT1EJ"ILLE (DeKalb ) -M- 1,558 F .Yr. _ Elec .2/57 Phone 106-J-l 
First Thursd.ay each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor T .  B .  Webb Atty McAl en Foutch 
Ald Othel Smith FC Sellars Hendrixon 
Ald H. D .  Hibdon TA J·. F .  Roy 
Ald E .  L. Martin sww Hebron Bandy 
Ald Cordell Love Mar George Midgett 
Ald Al.ton Tramel CD J. A. Conger 
' R-Jg Fred M. Tramel 
TOWN OF SMYRNA (Rutherford) -M- 1,544 F .Yr. _Elec . ll 55 Phone 2323 






,Jolm S .  Rid_ley 
Silas Coleman 
Robe rt W .  Gwynne 







W .  P .  Gwynn 
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,Jolm S .  Rid_ley 
Silas Coleman 
Robe rt W .  Gwynne 







W .  P .  Gwynn 
Robert Jaynes 
George T .  Hart , Jro 
W .  E .  Carter 





Roy F .  Jarvis 
Wm. H. Tyler ,  Jr . 
J. C .  Trent 






Dr. J.  E • Mills 
Miss Martha B .  Collins 
Charlie Collins 
TOWN OF SOMERVILLE (Fayette ) -W- 1 , 760 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/56 Phone Hopkins 
5-2772 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Recorde r ' s  office 
Offices close Thursday all day , May-August 
Mayor I .  P. Yancey Tr Mrs . A .  M .  Langdon 
Ald John P .  Morton CoP M. D, Boyd 
Ald W .  H.  Cocke FC Hugh Starks 
Ald Le be rt Howse SS M. D.  Boyd 
Ald B .  Burnette sww D .  P .  Parsons 
Ald Yf • B .  Wilkenson WBCh Dr. J �  W .  Morris 
Ald 'J�sse Price EDMgr D .  P .  Parsons 
CR Ben Matheny CD Roy C .  Coleson 
CITY OF *SOUTH FULTON (Obion) -W- 2,119 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 12/55 Phone 116 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Milton Counce Coun Dr. H .  w .  Connaughton 
Coun Henry Bethel CR-Tr Mrs . Clara Warren 
Coun Hugh Barnes CoP Charle s Toon 
Coun Finis Vancil FC Neal Clinard 
Coun Roy Nabors SS Richmond Gardner 
Coun Arthur Matheny sww O .  L .  Bushart 
*Addres s :  Fulton, Kentucky 
CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBURG (Marion) -E- 2 , 573 F .Yr . 7  31 Ele c . 12 56 Phone 
21 1 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon 
Mayor S .  L .  Rogers CoP CJ "'�.e Alton 
V-May L .  W .  Loyd Atty A . � Kelly 
Comm Lawrence Honey FC J. M. Humble 
Comm Miles Cameron SS Fred Smith 
Comm Fred Smith sww S .  B .  Bishop 
CR-Jg Howard G .  Swafford CD A. s .  Kelley 
-54-. 
TOWN OF SPARI'A (White ) -M- 4,299 F .Y r . 4/30 Elec . 4/57 Phone 2361 
First and thi.rd Fridays , 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor Bailey Bockman CoP Charley Saylors 
Ald Nolan Verble FC Oscar Bennett 
Ald Harry Camp HO ff Dr. Chas . A .  Mitchell 
Ald Charles Robinson ScS James C .  Ward 
Ald Herman Swindell SS J. O. Swift 
Ald Beecher Pollard sww Ray Cowden 
Ald ,J . D. Davis TA Wm. Broyles 
CR-Jg Ray Cowden CD Mrs . Joe Stanakas 
Atty · S .  G .  Butler 
1rOWN OF SPENCER (Van Buren) -M- 721 F .Yr . Elec . Phone 
Mayor .James M. Brady Ald L .  S .  Yates 
Ald Geo .  Grissom CR Robert McBride 
Ald Raymond Martin Mar Thomas E .  Rogers 
Ald C .  E .  Simmons CD James L .  S immons 
Ald M. S. Hitchcock 
TOWN OF SPRING CITY ( Rhea) -E- 1,807 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 7/57 Phone 3121 
First Thursd.ay each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May-September 
Mayor Leonard Pack Atty c .  P .  Swafford 
V-May E .  W .  Johnson CoP Raymond Powers 
Comm H .  R.  Hinch Tr Octa Torbett 
Mgr V .  Z .  Cline ss�sww Carl Simpson 
C R  George McKenzie 
CITY OF SPRINGFIELD ( Robertson) -M- 6,506 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/57 Phone 619 
Second and fourth Tuesdays each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at C ity Hall _ 
Mayor John R. Long, Jr . SS Richard Roark 
Comm Garland W .  Draughon sww w .  R .  Nixon 
Comm H .  D .  Moore Jg Harry Pepper 
Clk Ernest M. Dillard Lib Sue D .  Taylor 
Atty George Yost TA Ernest M. Dillard 
CoP S .  Jones Binkley EDMgr w .  R.  Nixon 
FC, Landon Hall HO ff Dr. W .  B .  Dye 
ScS C .  F .  Fishe r SG Earl Burrow 
PC Ch G .  L. Downey CD James M. Porter 
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Roy F .  Jarvis 
Wm. H. Tyler ,  Jr . 
J. C .  Trent 






Dr. J.  E • Mills 
Miss Martha B .  Collins 
Charlie Collins 
TOWN OF SOMERVILLE (Fayette ) -W- 1 , 760 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/56 Phone Hopkins 
5-2772 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Recorde r ' s  office 
Offices close Thursday all day , May-August 
Mayor I .  P. Yancey Tr Mrs . A .  M .  Langdon 
Ald John P .  Morton CoP M. D, Boyd 
Ald W .  H.  Cocke FC Hugh Starks 
Ald Le be rt Howse SS M. D.  Boyd 
Ald B .  Burnette sww D .  P .  Parsons 
Ald Yf • B .  Wilkenson WBCh Dr. J �  W .  Morris 
Ald 'J�sse Price EDMgr D .  P .  Parsons 
CR Ben Matheny CD Roy C .  Coleson 
CITY OF *SOUTH FULTON (Obion) -W- 2,119 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 12/55 Phone 116 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Milton Counce Coun Dr. H .  w .  Connaughton 
Coun Henry Bethel CR-Tr Mrs . Clara Warren 
Coun Hugh Barnes CoP Charle s Toon 
Coun Finis Vancil FC Neal Clinard 
Coun Roy Nabors SS Richmond Gardner 
Coun Arthur Matheny sww O .  L .  Bushart 
*Addres s :  Fulton, Kentucky 
CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBURG (Marion) -E- 2 , 573 F .Yr . 7  31 Ele c . 12 56 Phone 
21 1 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon 
Mayor S .  L .  Rogers CoP CJ "'�.e Alton 
V-May L .  W .  Loyd Atty A . � Kelly 
Comm Lawrence Honey FC J. M. Humble 
Comm Miles Cameron SS Fred Smith 
Comm Fred Smith sww S .  B .  Bishop 
CR-Jg Howard G .  Swafford CD A. s .  Kelley 
-54-. 
TOWN OF SPARI'A (White ) -M- 4,299 F .Y r . 4/30 Elec . 4/57 Phone 2361 
First and thi.rd Fridays , 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor Bailey Bockman CoP Charley Saylors 
Ald Nolan Verble FC Oscar Bennett 
Ald Harry Camp HO ff Dr. Chas . A .  Mitchell 
Ald Charles Robinson ScS James C .  Ward 
Ald Herman Swindell SS J. O. Swift 
Ald Beecher Pollard sww Ray Cowden 
Ald ,J . D. Davis TA Wm. Broyles 
CR-Jg Ray Cowden CD Mrs . Joe Stanakas 
Atty · S .  G .  Butler 
1rOWN OF SPENCER (Van Buren) -M- 721 F .Yr . Elec . Phone 
Mayor .James M. Brady Ald L .  S .  Yates 
Ald Geo .  Grissom CR Robert McBride 
Ald Raymond Martin Mar Thomas E .  Rogers 
Ald C .  E .  Simmons CD James L .  S immons 
Ald M. S. Hitchcock 
TOWN OF SPRING CITY ( Rhea) -E- 1,807 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 7/57 Phone 3121 
First Thursd.ay each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May-September 
Mayor Leonard Pack Atty c .  P .  Swafford 
V-May E .  W .  Johnson CoP Raymond Powers 
Comm H .  R.  Hinch Tr Octa Torbett 
Mgr V .  Z .  Cline ss�sww Carl Simpson 
C R  George McKenzie 
CITY OF SPRINGFIELD ( Robertson) -M- 6,506 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/57 Phone 619 
Second and fourth Tuesdays each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at C ity Hall _ 
Mayor John R. Long, Jr . SS Richard Roark 
Comm Garland W .  Draughon sww w .  R .  Nixon 
Comm H .  D .  Moore Jg Harry Pepper 
Clk Ernest M. Dillard Lib Sue D .  Taylor 
Atty George Yost TA Ernest M. Dillard 
CoP S .  Jones Binkley EDMgr w .  R.  Nixon 
FC, Landon Hall HO ff Dr. W .  B .  Dye 
ScS C .  F .  Fishe r SG Earl Burrow 
PC Ch G .  L. Downey CD James M. Porter 
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CITY OF SPRING RILL (Maury) -M: � ·5.41 F .  Yr. 5 /31 Elec . 5 /57 
First 1.i'uesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Phone 2492 
Mayor W .  0 . . Stanfill Ald Wilson Bailey 
Ald T .  P .  McKinney Ald Charles Mahon 
Ald Ed Whitwell CR-Jg Burch Grimes 
Ald Dr . B .  H .  Woodard FC Ed Whitwell 
Ald W .  C .  Purley Mar R. s.  Vick 
Ald � A. Rutledge sww w. A. Walker 
Ald George Scoville CD T .  P .  McKinney 
TOWN OF STJ.?.N1:£9�N (Haywood) -w- 503 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 3/56 Phone 123 
Mayor W. E .  Bed.ford Ald C o  Ho  Stuart 
Ald. B .  F .  Bea.ke CR B o  F .  Beake 
Ald · Edward Peeler, Jr • . Atty c .  w .  Anderson 
Ald L .  s .  McCool, Sr. Mar R. A. Davis 
CITY OF SWEETWATER (Monroe) -E� 4,199 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . Phone 5223 
First 'Monday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Sam J' .  Pickel BI K. E .  Ingram 
Comm .T . R.  Tennyson FC K. E .  Ingram 
Comm D .  N .  McQuiddy PBCh Joe H. Wright 
Comm Sam A.  Monger ,  Jr. ScS E .  C .  · Dougherty 
Comm David Cleveland, Jr . PC Ch T .  B .  Guthrie , Jr. 
Comm James R. Love SG Clarence Browder 
CR-Jg J .  G • Engleman sww J .  A. Gibboney 
Atty W .  E .  Michael 1rA Gen� Rose 
CoP Walter Thomas SS Clarence Browder 
EDMgr s .  ;r .  Randall CD Sam J .  Pickel 
TOWN OF TAZEWELL (C.laiborne) -E- 1,040 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .1/56 Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. / at Courthouse 
Mayor Marshall Dyer Coun Mrs . Margaret Chumley 
Coun Fielden McNeeley Coun Milt Cook 
Coun Ha:i;;ry Cupp CR 0 Jack Ferguson 
C01..L11 Mrs . R .  K .  Bunch CD William R .  Stanifer 
Coun E .  J. Hardin, III 
TOWN OF TELLICO PLAINS (Monroe ) -E- 833 F .Yr.9/1 Elec . 9/55 Phone 1 








W .  O .  Burris ,  Sr. 







B .  L .  White 
J .  B .  Ware 
Ruben Buckner 
TOWN QF TIPrONVILLE (Lake ) -W- 1,953 F .Y:r;;tgi;i. Elec .6/57 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p.m. , at Ci  · y- Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon 
C .  U .  Cochran Paul N .  Algee 
. 








Paul N.  Algee 
Ryce P .  Alexander 







Mrs . Grace Wyatt 




Frank Turner Markham 
W.  A. Barker 
T .  B .  Van Pool 
1rOWN OF TOON!?_ (Hard�rpml ;-w- 231 F .  Yr . Elec � /56 Phone 





A. E .  SJnit'h . 
E • F .  :Mti�gh.. 





Luther P .  Smith 
J.  A. Overton 
J. P .  Kriight 
TOWN OF TOWNSEND (Blount ) -E- 328 F .Yr.7/31 Elec . Phone 3034M 





D .  H.  Tipton 
Sam Handley 
A. R. Lawson 






Fred M.  Wilson 
Than Oliver 
Ralph Shaver. 
TOWN OF TRACY CITY (Grundy) -M- 1,414 F .Yr.7 /31 Elec . 2/56 Phone 161 






J.  IL Hoosier 
Fred Abraham 
Fo C o  Baggenstoss 
George Sitz 
James E .  Cheek 






Fritz L .  Flury 
w. M. Ables ,  Jr . 
James Walker 
J·. R. Jones 
James E o  Cheek 
' 
CITY OF TRENTON (Gibson) -W- 3,868 F .Yr .10/l Elec .9/55 Phone 796 
Second and fourth Tuesdays each month, 7 : 30 p .m.· , at City Hall 











E .  T o  King 
Walter Steele 
Ho L o  Simmons 
CITY OF SPRING RILL (Maury) -M: � ·5.41 F .  Yr. 5 /31 Elec . 5 /57 
First 1.i'uesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Phone 2492 
Mayor W .  0 . . Stanfill Ald Wilson Bailey 
Ald T .  P .  McKinney Ald Charles Mahon 
Ald Ed Whitwell CR-Jg Burch Grimes 
Ald Dr . B .  H .  Woodard FC Ed Whitwell 
Ald W .  C .  Purley Mar R. s.  Vick 
Ald � A. Rutledge sww w. A. Walker 
Ald George Scoville CD T .  P .  McKinney 
TOWN OF STJ.?.N1:£9�N (Haywood) -w- 503 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 3/56 Phone 123 
Mayor W. E .  Bed.ford Ald C o  Ho  Stuart 
Ald. B .  F .  Bea.ke CR B o  F .  Beake 
Ald · Edward Peeler, Jr • . Atty c .  w .  Anderson 
Ald L .  s .  McCool, Sr. Mar R. A. Davis 
CITY OF SWEETWATER (Monroe) -E� 4,199 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . Phone 5223 
First 'Monday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Sam J' .  Pickel BI K. E .  Ingram 
Comm .T . R.  Tennyson FC K. E .  Ingram 
Comm D .  N .  McQuiddy PBCh Joe H. Wright 
Comm Sam A.  Monger ,  Jr. ScS E .  C .  · Dougherty 
Comm David Cleveland, Jr . PC Ch T .  B .  Guthrie , Jr. 
Comm James R. Love SG Clarence Browder 
CR-Jg J .  G • Engleman sww J .  A. Gibboney 
Atty W .  E .  Michael 1rA Gen� Rose 
CoP Walter Thomas SS Clarence Browder 
EDMgr s .  ;r .  Randall CD Sam J .  Pickel 
TOWN OF TAZEWELL (C.laiborne) -E- 1,040 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .1/56 Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. / at Courthouse 
Mayor Marshall Dyer Coun Mrs . Margaret Chumley 
Coun Fielden McNeeley Coun Milt Cook 
Coun Ha:i;;ry Cupp CR 0 Jack Ferguson 
C01..L11 Mrs . R .  K .  Bunch CD William R .  Stanifer 
Coun E .  J. Hardin, III 
TOWN OF TELLICO PLAINS (Monroe ) -E- 833 F .Yr.9/1 Elec . 9/55 Phone 1 








W .  O .  Burris ,  Sr. 







B .  L .  White 
J .  B .  Ware 
Ruben Buckner 
TOWN QF TIPrONVILLE (Lake ) -W- 1,953 F .Y:r;;tgi;i. Elec .6/57 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :  30 p.m. , at Ci  · y- Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon 
C .  U .  Cochran Paul N .  Algee 
. 








Paul N.  Algee 
Ryce P .  Alexander 







Mrs . Grace Wyatt 




Frank Turner Markham 
W.  A. Barker 
T .  B .  Van Pool 
1rOWN OF TOON!?_ (Hard�rpml ;-w- 231 F .  Yr . Elec � /56 Phone 





A. E .  SJnit'h . 
E • F .  :Mti�gh.. 





Luther P .  Smith 
J.  A. Overton 
J. P .  Kriight 
TOWN OF TOWNSEND (Blount ) -E- 328 F .Yr.7/31 Elec . Phone 3034M 





D .  H.  Tipton 
Sam Handley 
A. R. Lawson 






Fred M.  Wilson 
Than Oliver 
Ralph Shaver. 
TOWN OF TRACY CITY (Grundy) -M- 1,414 F .Yr.7 /31 Elec . 2/56 Phone 161 






J.  IL Hoosier 
Fred Abraham 
Fo C o  Baggenstoss 
George Sitz 
James E .  Cheek 






Fritz L .  Flury 
w. M. Ables ,  Jr . 
James Walker 
J·. R. Jones 
James E o  Cheek 
' 
CITY OF TRENTON (Gibson) -W- 3,868 F .Yr .10/l Elec .9/55 Phone 796 
Second and fourth Tuesdays each month, 7 : 30 p .m.· , at City Hall 











E .  T o  King 
Walter Steele 
Ho L o  Simmons 
TRENTON (continued) 
Ald Troy McFarland PBCh Walter Steele 
CR-Jg Evelyn W .  Harwood' ScS Lyle Putnam 
Tr E .  T. King SS Leonard Eldridge 
Atty Robert P .  Adam,S Acct Cain F .  Taylor 
Eng W .  Y .  Howell Lib Leslie W .  Smith 
EDMgr W. Y .  Howell TA Evelyn W .  Harwood 
FC Raymond Rogers CD Marion H .  Holmes 
HOff Dr. M. D .  Ingram 
�OWN OF TREZEVANT (Carroll) -W- 765 . F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 3/56 Phone 65-2 
:Second Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at Recorder ' s  office 
Mayor M. J. Newbill Ald Ray Baker 
Ald R. B. Hillsman CR H .  L. Bryant 
Ald c .  w. Hopper CoP Wade Walker 
Ald w .  w .  Harber SS F .  L .  Pinson 
Ald F .  L .  Pinson 
TOWN OF 'DE!!ift.IBLE ( �r) -W- 674 F .Y r . 9  30 Ele c . 9  55 Phone 
First Monday eac1:1::: ·nth, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Legion Hall 
Mayor Will H .  Parks CoP Cleve Newell 
Ald Guy Gregory FC Chester Harris 
Ald Byron . Alexander ScS James E .  McKee· 
Ald Edwin McDonald sww C .  C .  Thompson 
Ald Fred Wright TA H .  J. Coffer 
Ald Paul Holloman SS Guy Gregory 
CR Byron Alexander 
TOWN OF TROY (Obion) -W- 593 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 5/57 Phone 
Mayor Thos . M. Cunningham Ald H. L. Vaughn 
Ald O .  C .  Be;rry CR c .  Wo Hart 
Ald Charles Bright Mar R. o. Wilkerson 
Ald Everett Watson sww Paul Easley 
Ald w. G. Scott SS Everett Watson 
- 58-
CITY OF TULLAHOMA (Coffee ) -M- 8 , 380 F .Y r . 6/30 E le c .  Phone 2648, 2649 
Second and fourth Mondays each month, 7 : 30 p .m.  :in winter, 8: 00 in summer, 
at Municipal Building 
Mayor Jack T .  Farrar Eng C .  A.  Osborne 
V-May Dr. J .  A .  Karnes · EDMgr A. H .  Sanders 
Ald Judson Williams CoP T .  F .  McEwen 
Ald Fred Daves FC M. R .  Ragan 
Ald J.  W .  Adams HO ff Dr. B .  E .  Gailbraith 
Ald Peter Trenchi , Jr . ScS R. E .  Lee 
Ald Paul w .  Pyle PBCh E .  I .  Hitt 
CR Miss Alice Be rry PC Ch I>brris Simon 
Atty CD T .  A .  Wiseman 
TOWN OF UNION CITY (Obion) -W- 7,665 F.Yr . 6/30 E lec . 11/55 Phone 823,824 
Every Tuesday, 9 : 00 a .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Hardy M. Graham FC 
Comm Troy McPeake PA Hardy M. Graham 
Comm E .  W .  Talley ScS J. C .  Maddax 
Clk Mrs . J .  B .  Prathe r SS E .  W .  Talley 
Atty Paul Hudgins sww C .  B .  Allen 
CoP Gus Hudson Jg Hardy M. Graham 
BI John W .  Walker TA John W .  Walker 
Tr W .  B .  Crenshaw EDMgr Malcolm Sellers 
TOWN OF VANLEER (Dickson) -M- 243 F .Yr.7/30 Elec . 6/56 Phone 





V .  G .  Seals 
Horace Suggs 
R.  H .  Bateman 
Goff McGee 




Fred L .  Hoove r 













R.  C .  Powers 
E le c .  Phone 
Willard Talley 
R. E .  Bonner 
O.  P .  Butler · 
TRENTON (continued) 
Ald Troy McFarland PBCh Walter Steele 
CR-Jg Evelyn W .  Harwood' ScS Lyle Putnam 
Tr E .  T. King SS Leonard Eldridge 
Atty Robert P .  Adam,S Acct Cain F .  Taylor 
Eng W .  Y .  Howell Lib Leslie W .  Smith 
EDMgr W. Y .  Howell TA Evelyn W .  Harwood 
FC Raymond Rogers CD Marion H .  Holmes 
HOff Dr. M. D .  Ingram 
�OWN OF TREZEVANT (Carroll) -W- 765 . F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 3/56 Phone 65-2 
:Second Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at Recorder ' s  office 
Mayor M. J. Newbill Ald Ray Baker 
Ald R. B. Hillsman CR H .  L. Bryant 
Ald c .  w. Hopper CoP Wade Walker 
Ald w .  w .  Harber SS F .  L .  Pinson 
Ald F .  L .  Pinson 
TOWN OF 'DE!!ift.IBLE ( �r) -W- 674 F .Y r . 9  30 Ele c . 9  55 Phone 
First Monday eac1:1::: ·nth, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Legion Hall 
Mayor Will H .  Parks CoP Cleve Newell 
Ald Guy Gregory FC Chester Harris 
Ald Byron . Alexander ScS James E .  McKee· 
Ald Edwin McDonald sww C .  C .  Thompson 
Ald Fred Wright TA H .  J. Coffer 
Ald Paul Holloman SS Guy Gregory 
CR Byron Alexander 
TOWN OF TROY (Obion) -W- 593 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 5/57 Phone 
Mayor Thos . M. Cunningham Ald H. L. Vaughn 
Ald O .  C .  Be;rry CR c .  Wo Hart 
Ald Charles Bright Mar R. o. Wilkerson 
Ald Everett Watson sww Paul Easley 
Ald w. G. Scott SS Everett Watson 
- 58-
CITY OF TULLAHOMA (Coffee ) -M- 8 , 380 F .Y r . 6/30 E le c .  Phone 2648, 2649 
Second and fourth Mondays each month, 7 : 30 p .m.  :in winter, 8: 00 in summer, 
at Municipal Building 
Mayor Jack T .  Farrar Eng C .  A.  Osborne 
V-May Dr. J .  A .  Karnes · EDMgr A. H .  Sanders 
Ald Judson Williams CoP T .  F .  McEwen 
Ald Fred Daves FC M. R .  Ragan 
Ald J.  W .  Adams HO ff Dr. B .  E .  Gailbraith 
Ald Peter Trenchi , Jr . ScS R. E .  Lee 
Ald Paul w .  Pyle PBCh E .  I .  Hitt 
CR Miss Alice Be rry PC Ch I>brris Simon 
Atty CD T .  A .  Wiseman 
TOWN OF UNION CITY (Obion) -W- 7,665 F.Yr . 6/30 E lec . 11/55 Phone 823,824 
Every Tuesday, 9 : 00 a .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Hardy M. Graham FC 
Comm Troy McPeake PA Hardy M. Graham 
Comm E .  W .  Talley ScS J. C .  Maddax 
Clk Mrs . J .  B .  Prathe r SS E .  W .  Talley 
Atty Paul Hudgins sww C .  B .  Allen 
CoP Gus Hudson Jg Hardy M. Graham 
BI John W .  Walker TA John W .  Walker 
Tr W .  B .  Crenshaw EDMgr Malcolm Sellers 
TOWN OF VANLEER (Dickson) -M- 243 F .Yr.7/30 Elec . 6/56 Phone 





V .  G .  Seals 
Horace Suggs 
R.  H .  Bateman 
Goff McGee 




Fred L .  Hoove r 













R.  C .  Powers 
E le c .  Phone 
Willard Talley 
R. E .  Bonner 
O.  P .  Butler · 
TOWN OF WARI'RACE (Bed.ford) -M- 545 F .• Y r . l  31 Ele c .  Phone 2443 · 
Second Tuesday each month, : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor C o  C .  Richard CR w. Jo Allen 
Ald H .  V .  Stephens Tr W .  Henry Davis· 
Ald Joe C .  Robertson FC Joe Gore 
Ald Alan Bdmar CoP John Fuston 
Ald Lambeth Hudgens SS C o  C .  Richard 
Ald Paul Gore CD Harley Burnett 
CITY OF WATERI'OWN (Wilson) -M- 933 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 12/55 Phone BE7-9781 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor George w .  Griffith CoP Floyd Hayes 
Ald J.  D .  Givens FC Claude Smith 
Ald Doyle Griffin HO ff Dr. G. M. Allison 
Ald Louis Goonder ScS Prentic Gott 
Ald Horace Jones ss-sww Edward Luck 
Ald Edward Luck Jg Richard Luck 
Ald W. A. Vann CD J. W. Gill 
CR Ana Mathis 
TOWN OF WAVERLY (Humphreys ) -M- 2,410 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/57 Phone 2101 










Thomas E • Bowman 
Will Warden 




Atty D .  Scott Porch, Jr. 
CoP Floyd Hardin 
FC John B .  Wyatt 
ScS Delmas Robertson 
SS-SWW Trent Westbrook 
CD Curt Stitt 
CITY OF WAYNESBORO (Wayne ) -M- 1,147 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . Phone 7-4412 






E .  B. Brewer 








Ro R. Haggard, Jr . 
Nick Luna 
Frank Helton 
TOWN OF . WESTMORELAND (Sumner) -M- 1,080 F .Yr. 12/31 Ele c .  Phone M14-2371 
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Graidon M. McDole CR James L .  Law 
Coun W .  G .  Caldwell Tr L .  A .  Fykes 
Coun W .  A. Holmes Mar Eugene Kun 
Coun Paul Dotson SS Eugene Kun 
Coun D .  B .  Upton CD Eugene Kun 
Coun Charles Minchey 
TOWN OF WHITE BLUFF (Dickson) -M- 506 F .Y r . 5  1 Elec . 5  57 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, :OO p.m. , at Farme rs & Merchants Bank 
Mayor c .  B .  Thompson CR Clarence Larkins 
Ald M. B .  Whittinghill FC Zollie Bibb , Jr. 
Ald George Charlton Mar Roy Sullivan 
Ald Frank Howell sww Zollie Bibb , Jr. 
Ald Walter Jones TA Clarence Larkins 
Ald Tom Hill CD Hartwell Myatt 
TOWN OF WHITE PINE Jefferson) -E- 780 F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 6  57 Phone 2978 
First Tuesday each month, : 00 p .m. , at White Pine Supply Co . ,  Inc . 







Dr. Eo Ro Baker 
Clyde Deering 
Johnny Snodgrass 
H. Lo Gooch, Jr . 
Carl Snodderly 






C .  I .  Ballard 
John Allen 
Guy A. Stuart 
E .  R. Baker 
Henry Surrett 
TOWN OF WHITEVILLE (Hardeman) -W- 794 F .Y r . l  31 Elec . l  56 Phone 
First Monday each month, : 00 p .m. , at Darnell ' s  Store 
Mayor C .  E .  Parker 
Ald Flynt Ferguson 
Ald R. P .  Bass 
Ald Leland Blanton 







John R. Pepper 
E .  C .  Willi�ms 
w. Darnell 
J. W. Griffin 
O .  A .  Haase 
TOWN OF WARI'RACE (Bed.ford) -M- 545 F .• Y r . l  31 Ele c .  Phone 2443 · 
Second Tuesday each month, : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor C o  C .  Richard CR w. Jo Allen 
Ald H .  V .  Stephens Tr W .  Henry Davis· 
Ald Joe C .  Robertson FC Joe Gore 
Ald Alan Bdmar CoP John Fuston 
Ald Lambeth Hudgens SS C o  C .  Richard 
Ald Paul Gore CD Harley Burnett 
CITY OF WATERI'OWN (Wilson) -M- 933 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 12/55 Phone BE7-9781 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon 
Mayor George w .  Griffith CoP Floyd Hayes 
Ald J.  D .  Givens FC Claude Smith 
Ald Doyle Griffin HO ff Dr. G. M. Allison 
Ald Louis Goonder ScS Prentic Gott 
Ald Horace Jones ss-sww Edward Luck 
Ald Edward Luck Jg Richard Luck 
Ald W. A. Vann CD J. W. Gill 
CR Ana Mathis 
TOWN OF WAVERLY (Humphreys ) -M- 2,410 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/57 Phone 2101 










Thomas E • Bowman 
Will Warden 




Atty D .  Scott Porch, Jr. 
CoP Floyd Hardin 
FC John B .  Wyatt 
ScS Delmas Robertson 
SS-SWW Trent Westbrook 
CD Curt Stitt 
CITY OF WAYNESBORO (Wayne ) -M- 1,147 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . Phone 7-4412 






E .  B. Brewer 








Ro R. Haggard, Jr . 
Nick Luna 
Frank Helton 
TOWN OF . WESTMORELAND (Sumner) -M- 1,080 F .Yr. 12/31 Ele c .  Phone M14-2371 
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Graidon M. McDole CR James L .  Law 
Coun W .  G .  Caldwell Tr L .  A .  Fykes 
Coun W .  A. Holmes Mar Eugene Kun 
Coun Paul Dotson SS Eugene Kun 
Coun D .  B .  Upton CD Eugene Kun 
Coun Charles Minchey 
TOWN OF WHITE BLUFF (Dickson) -M- 506 F .Y r . 5  1 Elec . 5  57 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, :OO p.m. , at Farme rs & Merchants Bank 
Mayor c .  B .  Thompson CR Clarence Larkins 
Ald M. B .  Whittinghill FC Zollie Bibb , Jr. 
Ald George Charlton Mar Roy Sullivan 
Ald Frank Howell sww Zollie Bibb , Jr. 
Ald Walter Jones TA Clarence Larkins 
Ald Tom Hill CD Hartwell Myatt 
TOWN OF WHITE PINE Jefferson) -E- 780 F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 6  57 Phone 2978 
First Tuesday each month, : 00 p .m. , at White Pine Supply Co . ,  Inc . 







Dr. Eo Ro Baker 
Clyde Deering 
Johnny Snodgrass 
H. Lo Gooch, Jr . 
Carl Snodderly 






C .  I .  Ballard 
John Allen 
Guy A. Stuart 
E .  R. Baker 
Henry Surrett 
TOWN OF WHITEVILLE (Hardeman) -W- 794 F .Y r . l  31 Elec . l  56 Phone 
First Monday each month, : 00 p .m. , at Darnell ' s  Store 
Mayor C .  E .  Parker 
Ald Flynt Ferguson 
Ald R. P .  Bass 
Ald Leland Blanton 







John R. Pepper 
E .  C .  Willi�ms 
w. Darnell 
J. W. Griffin 
O .  A .  Haase 
CITY OF WINCHESTER (Franklin) -M- 3 , 974 F .Yr.8/31 Ele c .  Phone 2532 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Munic ipal Building 
Mayor Murrell Travis Atty Fricks Stewart 
Ald George Huber CoP R. L .  Sherrill 
Ald Alfred Knies EDMgr Sam Bowling 
Ald A. C o  Womack FC J. B. Buchanan 
Ald Kermit Counts SS Ed Little 
Ald Ernest Amacher sww J. R.  Jordon 
Clk Beverly B .  Davis CD Ed Little 
CR-Jg Ed Little 
TOWN OF WOODBURY (Cannon) -M- 1,108 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/57 Phone 231-1 
Tuesday after first Monday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at Courthouse 
Mayor J.  Barrett Melton CR F.  M. Lester 
Ald S .  M. Jennings CoP Jim Jones 
Ald Kenneth Banks sww Frank M. Lester 
Ald Billy Williams Jg Frank M. Lester 
Ald Raymond Duke Mar G. W. Rains 
Ald Walter L .  Mccrary CD Marvin Jennings 
Ald George Northcut 
Date Loaned 
Demeo 292·5 

